THE CANADIAN QUARTERLY NATIONAL

ACCOUNTS-A

CRITICAL APPRAISAL

by S. A. Goldberg, H. J. Adler, J. D. Randall, P. S. Suuga

A CRITICAL appraisal of a country's national accounts could
easily entail examination of the whole structure of economic
statistics, because the quality of the estimates in the accounts
are to a large extent determined by the quality of the underlying
data on which they are based. When attention is focused on the
quarterly accounts certain methodological issues, such as
seasonal adjustment, must also be considered. The ensuing task
is potentially overwhelming and important choices must be
made at the outset in order to accommodate the coniines of a
single paper. Choices, no less difficult, must also be made regarding the manner of manipulation and presentation of supporting evidence, particularly if the treatment is quantitative, as
well as qualitative, as in this paper.
Probably no two people, working independently, would
select precisely the same material and form of presentation, but
a unifying and guiding influence in the evolution of our theme the usefulness and reliability of the quarterly national accounts
-is the reminder that the main purpose of the quarterly accounts
is to facilitate making appraisals of emerging developments in
the economy; and that the need for making such appraisals is
not a matter of choice but a matter of necessity. Judgements
regarding what the economic situation is, or is becoming, must
be made - in fact, are made - whether or not information is
available in the required form, accuracy, detail, or timeliness.
'All views expressed in this paper are the personal responsibility of the
authors; none of the statements made should be attributed to the Dominion
Bureau of Statistics. We wish to acknowledee matefullv the eenerous assistance
provided by our colleagues in the ~ o m i n i o nBureau bf ~tsistics.~articularly

the piper, and L. Tessier for preparing the charts.
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In the first instance, therefore, it is not entirely to the point to
ask whether the estimates are as good as they should be, but
rather two other questions: first, whether better judgements
regarding the current economic situation are likely to be made
if quarterly accounts are available; and, second, if so, whether
the judgements are sufficiently better to justify the expense and
time involved in their preparation.
Questions of this sort are easy to ask, but not to answer in any
direct fashion. If there is truth in the saying, 'Handsome is as
handsome does', an explicit answer is perhaps superfluous. The
very act of publishing quarterly accounts regularly represents
the most eloquent afkmative reply; and failure to publish perhaps a negative one. Over and above this, a specific assertion
may be ventured at this stage, as a first approximation. If there
are enough basic statistics in a country to be employed as
important props in the regular public assessment of the current
economic situation, then there is at least a presumption that
construction and publication of current accounts is worthwhile.
The fact is, it can be argued, that in such assessment the available
information is inevitably supplemented by certain other things
which are implicitly dubbed in, and, to some extent at least, the
accounts merely make these things explicit.
This line of reasoning is, however, likely to appeal more to the
users than the producers of the estimates. The latter may feel
that it has the effect of simply passing on to them, from the users,
the unpalatable job of, in the words of Sir Harry Campion,
'papering over the vacuums of know1edge';l they would prefer
to wait until enough basic information becomes available to
convert the estimation procedure to a substantially objective
and relatively stable basis. Just when this stage is reached is
essentially a matter ofjudgement and we comment on this matter
later with reference to Canada.
Inevitably the question of whether the accounts are as accurate as they should be must be faced. It is customary to say
that a statistical series should be as accurate as is required by the
uses to which they are put - no more and no less! This is perfectly true, but not entirely helpful. Seldom do users provide
effective guides as to how accurate statistical series should be.
Their exhortations are usually to the effect that 'the estimates
'Recent Developmentsin Economic Statistics', Joirrnalof the RoyalSra~islrcal
Society, Series A (General),Vol. 121, Part 1, 1958, p. 9.
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should be more accurate than they are'; and, the opposite, that
'any figure, even a very inaccurate one, is better than no figure';
and that 'a highly approximate figure in time is better than a
perfect figure late'. I n the last analysis the producer of the
estimates is on his own in grappling with this question, although
he tries to make appraisals against a background of general
knowledge, supported by intuition and coaxed by pressures, of
what users' requirements are.
As already indicated, questions such as thoseraised above will
be handled somewhat obliquely in this paper, but it should be
pointed out here that there are really two, more or less, distinct
aspects to which they can be directed. The first deals mainly
with the quarterly accounts as a system of organizing current
data - the arranging of available economic statistics into a
balancing set of income and expenditure accounts employing
conventions that have become generally acceptable during the
last twenty years. Data problems aside, the situation in regard
to quarterlies is identical to that of the annual estimates,
except that the matter of seasonal adjustment necessarily enters
in and that there is more room for argument on some conceptual
issues. The quarterly estimates may be regarded, as far as this
aspect is concerned, as a (retrospective) breaking out of the
annual data into the four calendar quarters. Data problems
cannot, in fact, be left aside for very long even here, but they
are of particular concern when the second aspect is considered the estimation of quarterlies currently before annual data have
become available. It is useful to keep these two aspects in mind
even though an explicit distinction between the two is not made
at all points in this paper.
The paper is divided into five parts. Part I is devoted to a
description of the development of quarterly accounts in Canada.
This is followed, in Part 11, by a discussion of the usefulness of
the accounts and their reliability. The discussion on reliability
is cast in general terms and is designed to place the question in
perspective - in relation to the main uses the accounts are expected to serve and the character of the underlying raw material
on which the 'end-products' included in the accounts are necessarily structured. Attention is then turned to the question of
how reliable the accounts have been thus far in Canada. The
record of their performance is viewed in broad terms here - in
relation to their use in assessing the general contours of the
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evolving economic situation and the nature of available alternatives for making such assessment. The theme of reliability is
taken up again in Part 111, which is intended to provide a
detailed quantitative impression of the extent to which the
statistician has had to change his mind, as it were, in the light
of hindsight, that is to say, the extent to which initial estimates
have had to be revised later. The treatment here is entirely
descriptive and is designed, in part, to provide a general background for Part IV, which is devoted to a further elaboration
of the character of the estimates and the main factors responsible
for the revisions. The discussion here, which, of necessity, deals
mainly with the figures prior to adjustment for seasonal variation, attempts to sift out the factors which are no longer present
from those still at play. Brief comment is also made regarding
the lines along which future research and development could
usefully be undertaken. Part V contains some concluding remarks.
An appendix contains a number of tables showing summary
figures for the annual estimates corresponding to those shown
in Part I11 for the quarterly estimates.
PART I
THE EVOLUTION OF QUARTERLY ACCOUNTS I N C A N A D A

Historical background
Not much time had passed after the appearance of the first
set of annual income and expenditure data1 before it became
apparent that the full potential for economic analysis of a
system of national accounts could only be realized with publication of quarterly figures. Such a set of data would reveal more
quickly movements taking place in the economy and, in addition, pinpoint the emergence of events that the annual data by
their very nature tend to hide or attenuate. The calendar year
1 The

first annual estimates of a balancing set of National Income and
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is, after all, a convention to suit man's convenience and there is
no compelling reason why economic laws should respect it. The
cyclical upward and downward movements, as well as the
troughs and peaks, of economic activity may occur at any time
during the calendar year and an up-to-date record of these
movements as they take place is of great importance, even though
it is particularly difficult to measure them in a country with
strong seasonal swings and highly irregular fluctuations, as is the
case in Canada. A recession or recovery may have set in and
indeed be in full swing while the annual average, aside from being
late in coming, might show an unduly pessimistic or optimistic
picture, possibly clashing with available current data. Since
these latter are incomplete and, frequently, heterogeneous in
their conception, it is extremely diAcult for the perplexed user
to decide what weight to attach to them. By contrast, the erection
of a set of current income and expenditure accounts necessarily
involves the reconstruction of much of the available data into a
consistent conceptual pattern and, in addition, tends to exert a
unifying influence on related current information in conjunction
with which the totals and components of the accounts are used
for economic analysis.
This latter property of the national accounts - that of constituting a powerful force for the integration of the whole range
of economic statistics - had already made itself felt strongly
throughout the Dominion Bureau of Statistics in the course of
developing the annual data. Its application to current economic
statistics had irresistible appeal. At any rate, the worksheets of
rather important cornpone% of the annual accounts, in particular labour income and consumer expenditure on goods, had been
set up on a monthly basis from the very outset in order to facilitate early publication of estimates of the most recent year. In
many cases these early preliminary annual estimates were based
on a comparison of ten or eleven months' data (or at times the
sum of three quarters) of the most recent year with corresponding information of the previous year. It seemed a natural step to
combine these monthly data into calendar quarters. Further,
the fact that the United States Department of Commerce was
releasing regularly quarterly income and expenditure figures was
a telling factor, firmly establishing beyond reasonable doubt
that the objective of publishing quarterly estimates on a regular
basis is a realistic one. It appeared prudent for Canada's central
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statistical agency to prepare the ground for regular publication
of quarterly national accounts somewhat in advance of the
strong, widespread demand that was anticipated as coming, as,
in fact, it did.
Accordingly, in 1948, while developmental work on the
annual data was still proceeding, a study was undertaken to
establish the feasibility of constructing, for regular publication,
quarterly income and expenditure estimates. This study took
the form of actualIy estimating quarterly figures of the four
main tables -gross national product, gross national expenditure,
personal income and the disposition of personal income. The
previous impression that there was available a great deal of
current information for the purpose of calculating quarterly
accounts was confirmed. At the same time, some glaring gaps
in the basic information came to the surface. It was concluded
that the most important of these gaps would have to be filled
before regular publication could be undertaken.
Meanwhile, it was considered worth while to prepare quarterly
a set of estimates of the four tables mentioned above on the
basis of available data for confidential circulation within the
government. This decision, which was implemented in 1949,
turned out to be a very fruitful one in that it provided valuable
experience to the staff; emphasized that it was essential to adjust
the data for seasonal movements in order to facilitate analysis;
highlighted the arbitrary and unreliable nature of certain procedures that had been developed to compensate for the absence
of basic information; and last, but not least, helped to gain
influential support for securing resources to develop additional
basic information.
The two most important gaps which were filled were those of
quarterly corporation profits and quarterly revenue and expenditure of the provincial governments, but improvements were
also introduced in inventory and other data. The estimates of
seasonal patterns drew heavily on pre-war experience wherever
consistent postwar data of sufficient duration were not available.
Further, constant dollar estimates of the expenditure components were developed successfully. There was, however, one
issue that presented intractable problems - the measurement
and seasonal adjustment of farm inventories. This issue, to be
discussed later, has not been resolved successfuUy to date.
As the time for readying the estimates for actual publication
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was closing in, there was increasing concern to develop additional cross-checks of the quarterly movements. This took the
form, initially, of mobilizing into coherent form all available
related economic data - employment, indexes of production,
commodity flow data, and so on - on a quarterly basis. It was
soon transformed into an independent project of major proportions, that of extending the index of industrial production to
cover the whole economy - thus providing not only a check on
the quarterly constant dollar gross national expenditure estimates but valuable information on the industrial composition
of output. This extension had already been made for the annual
figures and the task of attempting it also for the quarterlies
appeared eminently worthwhile.1
Although the most dramatic innovations in basic information
and methodology took place before the estimates made their
public dCbut in the fall of 1953, signifcant improvements have
taken place since. In addition, the tabular composition and
analytical content of the quarterly accounts were expanded
substantially. The k s t publication of the quarterly accounts
contained tables on gross national product and expenditure and
personal income and expenditure unadjusted as well as seasonally adjusted. A table of gross national expenditure in constant
dollars was also included, but only in unadjusted form. Subsequently these figures were deseasonalized and, in addition,
tables of government revenue and expenditure and gross
national saving and investment were added, containing data
both in unadjusted and seasonally adjusted form. An increasingly comprehensive review was added which, though based, in the
main, on the national accounts, has drawn fairly generously on
other relevant economic indicators. Charts and supplementary
tables - designed to highlight the main economic events of the
most recent quarter - round out the quarterly reports.
The satisfaction that can be drawn from the improvements
incorporated in the quarterly accounts and the cumulation of
experience facilitating a more effective handling of the data is
rather quickly subdued by an assessment of the overall state
of the estimates such as is presented in this paper. Known data
gaps persist, new survey information has not always lived up to
initial expectations, and the struggle to explore and weed out
'See, Indexes of Real Domestic Product, by Industry of O~igia,1935-1961
(Domin~onBureau of Stat~stics,Ottawa, 1963), Catalogue No. 61-505.
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inconsistencies has been slowed by staff turnover and shortages.
Furthermore, there are a variety of statistical and conceptual
problems that are not amenable to easy solution. It should be
noted, too, that reliance on personal judgement at various points
and the study of the statistical series for reasonableness, and the
adjustment of the results in the light of this study, is nearly as
much an essential part of the estimation procedure now as it
was ten years ago. There is a subtle line beyond which these
procedures may yield essentially 'subjective' rather than 'objective' estimates, although this line is probably pushed farther
back with the cumulation of basic information.
The problems just alluded to are discussed further later on,
and it may suffice to suggest here, before turning to a consideration of the vitally important matters of timeliness and revision
policy, that these problems, while real, can be exaggerated.
Undue preoccupation with them can be conducive to rather
unprofitable perfectionist tendencies which may take the form
of either 'throwing out the baby with the bath water' or the
opposite 'spending so much time preparing the baby for the
water that the latter gets cold and cannot be used'.
Timeliness, nature of source material and revision policy
Timeliness is probably the major attraction that the quarterlies possess for most users. However, the objective of producing
timely statistics comes into confict with the desire to maintain
adequate accuracy in them. Resort is inevitably made to socalled prelimiuary estimates which go through various stages
of revision as additional information becomes available. Despite
repeated efforts to quicken the flow of primary information for
the quarterly accounts, it has not proven possible to reduce
sigdicautly the two and a haLf month interval, after the reference quarter, that it has taken to publish the estimates of a new
quarter since their inception. Only a massive effort involving
considerable additional resources and substantial mechanization
of the procedures could succeed in reducing this time interval
by several weeks. The alternative of releasing a month earlier
estimates made on the basis of two rather than three months'
primary information has been considered from time to time.
Aside from projecting the third month for many items, estimates
of questionable validity would be involved to fill in information
that is collected quarterly only, including corporation profits,
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depreciation, provincial government revenue and expenditure
and a variety of items in the balance of payments. Such estimates
have actually been prepared for internal study for some time,
but have not been published because it is considered that too
large a portion has to be based on the estimator's judgement.
The estimator's judgement is, of course, also involved, necessarily, in constructing the figures actually published, as already
mentioned. There is no hard and fast rule that can be used to
decide just when the stage has been reached where the underlying data play a central role, and personal judgement a marginal
onel in constructing the estimates. The decision just when the
quarterly accounts are ready for regular publication is to a
considerable extent an arbitrary one; and aside from accuracy
other considerations may enter in, such as, whether making the
data available publicly, by establishing their importance, will
gain support for provision of resources to strengthen the flow
of the underlying primary statistics. Be that as it may, a large
portion of the first preliminary estimates of the Canadian
quarterly accounts is, in fact, based on a wide range of quarterly
and monthly survey data or their equivalent; a substantial
portion is based on related information of varying quality; the
remainder, which is based on assumptions of uncertain validity,
is still considerable, as indicated in Schedule 1.
It should be emphasized that Schedule 1 is designed to convey
a general impression of the nature of the source material on
which the estimates are based; some of the estimates based on
direct survey data may not be as accurate as some of the series
based on related information. Furthermore, both the survey
data as well as the related basicinformation are to a considerable
extent incomplete when the first preliminary estimates are prepared. There are various reasons for this, the most important
being tardiness in arrival of returns and changes made by
respondents in data supplied in the preceding mouth or quarter.
Revisions have to be made to incorporate the more complete
and up-to-date information. More important, however, are
revisions arising from changes in the annual data to which the
quarterlies are tied.
Under the present revision policy, during the current year,

'

It will be seen later that personaljudgement does, in fact, play a particularly
important role in the seasonallyadjusted estimates, especially the first preliminary
estimates.
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SCHEDULE 1
Natrrre of solrrce e~aferial
for Canadian qriarferly accounts
Preliminary Based on Based on Based on
tenuous
estimates, survey data related
data assumptions
third quarter or their
equivalent
or judgements
1958
million
dollars

Wages, salaries and supplementary labour

.---...-

3s~n-m

Military pay and allowances
..~~-~.

Corporation profits before
taxes and before dividends paid abroad
Divdends paid abroad
Rent. interest and miscelliieous investment

Per
cent

.,..*

A 171

125
771
-109

Net income of non-farm
un~ncarporarcdbusiness
Indirect taxes less subsidies
Cnoiial cansumnlion allaneous valuation
adjustments
Total inventory valuation adjustment
(excluding the residual
error of estimate and
G.N.P.)
Personal expenditure on
consumer goods
- and
services
Government expenditure
on goods and services
Business gross fixed
capital formation
Value of physical change
in inventories
Non-farm'
Farm
Expor!s of goods and
services

Imports of goods and
services
Total G.N.E. (excluding
the residual error of estimate)
--.

-

55

20

25

50

35

15

1

60

25

15

i

45

40

15

928

8,960
4,970
1,727
1,983
-54
658
1,658
-1,833
9.109

1 The percentages are based on book voluos of non-farm business inventories.
The contribution of industries to the change in inventories may show extreme
variation from quarter to quarter, so that, in some quarters, an industry whose
estimates are based on tenuous assumptions may account for most or very little
of the quarterly change in aggregate inventories.
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the k s t , second and third quarters are subject to revision at
the time when the second, third and fourth quarters are prepared.
When the fourth quarter is estimated independent estimates for
the yeaf as a whole become available for several components
and the quarterly estimates of the year just passed are tied to
them. At the same time, more complete annual information
becomes available for the preceding years and the quarters for
these years are also revised at that time. Because the national
accounts are based on a vast range of time series, and because
some of these series become firm after one year, some after
two years, and some not for three years, it is usually necessary
to revise three years at the time the fourth quarter estimates
are prepared. A schematic presentation, starting with year I
and tracing all revision to year IV is appended (Schedule 2) and
may help to clarify the above description. In addition to this
regular annual revision programme the data are subject to
change every ten years in order to incorporate the information
from the decennial population, merchandizing and other censuses.
The aim of keeping revisions to a minimum, both in order to
economize scarce resources and to simplify the use of publications, comes into congct with the desire to incorporate in each
report the most up-to-date and reliable information; and with
the need to reduce to a minimum conflicting information purporting to reflect identical events, as would be the case if the
accounts were not revised to include up-to-date series, relating
to individual components, reasonably soon after they are published elsewhere. A central statistical agency is probably particularly sensitive about such lack of synchronization of related
material. It is clearly not a simple matter to maintain an
optimum revision policy in the face of contlicting considerations
affecting not only the national accounts but the whole range of
economic statistics on which they are based.

SCHEDULE 2
Revisions sclredrrle
Publication dare

Year

Each publication may contain:

Quarter
11

I
I
I
I
I1
I1
TI
I1
I11
I11
UI
IE
N
IV
N
IV

1

2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1

P
R
R

Is

13

14

111

11s

P - denoting estimate published for first time;
R - denoting revision of estimate published previously;
NC- denoting no change in figure published previously.

113

114

1
2
3
4

111% 1113

1114

IVI

N Z 1V3 IVq

5

yl
R
NC

R
NC

R

z
0

P
R

R
NC

>
z

P

R
NC

R
NC

P
R
R
R
NC

P
R
R
NC

u

P
R
NC

*Y
r
P
NC

2
3
4

IIII

R
NC

R

R
NC

R

R
NC

R

R
NC

R

R
NC

R

R
NC

R

R
NC

R

P
R
R
R
NC

R

2..
P
R
R
NC

R

m

Y)

P
R
NC

R

P
NC

R

z

m
Y)

P
R
R
R

P
R
R

?E
P
R

P

Note: This schedule is designed to show the occasions when revisions may take place; this does not mean, however, that revisions are
actually made on each such occasion lor all components.
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P A R T I1
THE USEPULNESS A N D RELIABILITY OF THE ACCOUNTS
I N PERSPECTIVE

Introduction
Just as the annual national accounts have been hailed as a
liberating force in economic analysis and in the study of structural characteristics and changes in the economy, so may it be
claimed that the quarterly accounts are a most valuable medium
for the study of the current economic situation and the analysis
of emerging and historical cyclical developments. It is not likely
that this statement will invoke opposition; indeed, most observers would regard it as rather obvious. The only question at
issue, it may be claimed, is whether the quarterly figures are, or
can be, accurate enough to permit them to fulfil their important
role

We should emphasize at the outset the view that the quarterly
estimates cannot be as accurate as their annual counterparts.
The (fairly obvious) reasons for this are detailed later on. A
related question is also discussed later: how accurate should
the quarterly estimates be? In addition, the question of how
accurate, or reliable, the quarterlies have been in the light of the
record of their past performance is reviewed.
Before dealing with these questions we turn to a discussion of
how useful the quarterlies have, in fact, been so far &Canada,
taking their accuracy as given. Implicit in this procedure is the
assumption that the quarterly national accounts can be useful
even if they are not very accurate.
Usefulness of quarterly accounts in Canada
It goes without saying that statistics are for use, but, aside
from statistics which are employed directly for administrative
purposes, it is frequently difficult to specify exactly how the
data are or have been used. This is particularly true of generatpurpose statistics, such as the national accounts. Even if it is
established that they are used widely in economic analysis - an
assertion which no one familiar with the Canadian scene will
be inclined to challenge - the question still remains open as
to their influence on actual policy formulation by government,
business, labour and others. Here again the evidence, though
indirect, is strongly in the affirmative.
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A complex range of political, economic and accidental forces,
not to mention the strong impact of personalities, usually
combine and interact to fashion policies, particularly in the
short run. But the ease with which policies are implemented, as
well as much of their content, is often influenced deeply by the
prevailing climate, and it is our impression that the quarterly
accounts have been conducive to developing an awareness and
interest in current economic events and a more orderly approach
to the diagnosis of the emerging economic situation. A perusal
of the daily press, business periodicals and published reports of
parliamentary debates will, we believe, confirm this impression,
as will discussion with business, labour and government officials
and economists.
Secondly, it is, we believe, a fair statement to make that the
quarterly national accounts have rendered all available current
economic statistics more valuable. This is clearly true of the
series that are actually used in constructing the accounts. In most
cases these series are useful in their own right, for example,
inventories, corporation profits and retail sales; their utilization
in the erection of the quarterly accounting system doubles, as
it were, their value. This is just as true for series such as new
orders, employment and financial statistics in conjunction with
which the accounting estimates are often used in analysis of the
economic situation. Even detailed commodity and regional
statistics are rendered more valuable by the availability of the
quarterly national accounts, because the aggregates and components of the latter provide some perspective for the detailed
study of markets and other current developments.
The quarterly accounts have added a new dimension to the
Drocess of current economic analvsis.
, Like the annual accounts.
they force the serious user to develop a habit of mind that srudics
economic devclopmcnts in rcrrns of the interrelationships of the
various expenditure and income flows, yielding a more penetrating and consistent picture of the current and evolving
situation. In this process all relevant available information and
a variety of seasonally adjusted indicators are sifted and weighted
systematically to piece together a meaningful pattern of up-todate economic events.
Even when the annual, rather than the quarterly, accounts are
used as the major framework for short-term forecasting, as is
still the case, for example, in the Canadian Department of Trade
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and Commerce, the quarterly accounts play an important role,
as the following description of forecasting procedures by an
official of the Department indicates:
'Forecasts of national income and expenditure are usually
drawn up in terms of annual averages only. Analysis of quarterly
and monthly trends plays an importaut part in the calculations
and in the textual comment, but quarterly forecasts are not
usually explicitly set out. Trend projections which make use of
the movement of quarterly seasonally-adjusted national accounts
components play an important part in the estimation of many
of the calendar year averages - and in checking the "reasonableness" of annual estimates derived independently. This is because
quarterly estimates which measure the position as at the final
quarter of the year provide a much more "up-to-date" base for
projection than annual averages; and because quarterly projections can more readily take account of information concerning the stage of the business cycle which would be lost to view
in the annual averages. In addition, it is often fairly easy to
form a judgement about the reasonableness of quarterly rates of
change which are implied in annual averages, moving from the
final quarter of the current year through to the end of the
forecast period; if these fall outside of the range of normal
experience, a second look at the annual estimate is called for.
The quarterly national accounts therefore play a vital role in
preparing and checking forecasts, even although the forecasts
themselves are not explicitly presented in quarterly terms.'l
A fortiori, the quarterly accounts are essential when fonvardlooking appraisals are made by individual quarters, as indeed
GOLDBERG, ADLER, R A N D A L L AND SUNGA

'To avoid misunderstanding it should perhaps be noted that, while the
forecasts are presented in terms of annual averages, the economic situation is
studied currently as monthly and quarterly data become available. Considerable
attention is given to the pace of activity within the calendar year. Further, the
approach in Canada to forecasting is eclectic in nature. The approach used in the
Canadian Department of Trade and Commerce has been described as follows:
The final product represents a fusion of several approaches. Quantitative analysis
goes handdn-hand with "informed judgement" of subject matter experts. Surveys
of spending plans or intentions play an important part in the procedures. Knowledge accumulated on,the hehaviour of business cycles in Canada and in the
United States 1s used m conjunction with the indicator approach, to judge the
timing and composition of cyclical swings in economic activity and to check on
the "reasonableness" of the forecast. Aggregative projections based on cyclical
trends are supported and checked by reconciliations a t the commodity, industry,
or market level. An econometric model, given the assumptions of the forecast,
provides a test of its consistency with respect to underlying relationships. To a
considerable extent each one of these approaches serves as a check upon the other;
where different conclusions are suggested, the forecaster is forced to enquire into
the reasons.'
I.W. XI-C
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they are in Canada, though in a more informal way. The importance of the quarterly accounts in the construction and use
of quarterly econometric models is self-evident. Developmental
work on quarterly models is proceeding in the Department of
Trade and Commerce.
The quarterly accounts have been instmmeutal in improving
and adding to the stock of current economic statistics. Like the
annual accounts, they provide an effective conceptual and
definitionalframework for the collection of new data and adjustment of existing statistics and, in addition, they help to direct
the spotlight on gaps and areas requiring improvement or more
intensive analysis. Reference has already been made to the
institution of the quarterly surveys of corporation profits and
depreciation and provincial government revenue and expenditure. At the time of writing, a quarterly sample survey of municipal government revenue and expenditure is being instituted,
mainly to fill a serious gap in the quarterly accounts. The collection of statistics of current employment by governments is
being stimulated by the quarterly accounts. To meet the requirements of the quarterly accounts special information is being
collected to permit estimation of current inventories held by
independent retailers and wholesalers. The importance of adjusting the quarterly figures for seasonal variation was recognized
from the very beginning, but the full sigdcance of seasonally
adjusted data for economic analysis was brought home to users
as they began working with them. This in turn led to the demand,
both within the government and outside, for more and more
current economic indicators on a seasonally adjusted basis,
culminating in a fairly comprehensive programme of regular
publication of seasonally adjusted data.1
It will be clear, too, that the quarterly accounts provide an
effective framework for future systematic development of current
economic statistics; and they fulfil this function not only for
particular series to strengthen the individual components of the
estimates or to provide auxiliary data for joint analysis but also
1 'The nresent seasonal vromam derived its initial imvetus from the early
work whiih was done on iheseasonal adjustment of the quarterly national
accounts, and the related monthly indicators which were used in the accounts in
foUowine
the
course
R. B. Crozier. 'Some
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~~~-~~of current economic develonment~.'
Observations on Canadian AdministrativeEx~eriencewith a Program of Skasonal
Adlustment', Seoso,,nl A~ljdljlrrntrenron Eleclro~ricCo,,,prrers, Proceedings of an
Intcrnarion~lConfercncc held in Paris, Novcmbcr 1960, Orennisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, p. 314.
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for the evolution of related systems of data on a consistent basis.
It has already been mentioned that the project to develop
quarterly indexes of industry output in constant dollars has
arisen directly to serve the needs of the quarterly income and
expenditure accounts. Though closely related to the latter, this
project has an existence of its own and has drawn attention to
serious data gaps and inconsistencies in certain areas of current
output statistics that will be dealt with as soon as resources are
made available. Similarly, the work on the quarterly income and
expenditure accounts has sharpened tbe awareness of the need
for strengthening certain components of investment income and
for securing information to facilitate estimating personal saving
directly, not just residually as at present. The development of
related data on financial flows in Canada to satisfy the requirements ultimately of a full-fledged money flows system of tables
was conceived in quarterly rather than annual terms since an
early date, not only because of an awareness that changes in
financial practices can take place rapidly but also because the
availability of quarterly income and expenditure accounts made
this natural and convenient.1
GOLDBERG, ADLER, RANDALL AND SUNGA

How accurate should the quarterly accounts be?
The need for accuracy has to be appraised in the light of the
uses of the quarterly accounts just referred to. To the extent that
the quarterly accounts continue to be instrumental in strengthening the range of current data on which they are based their
accuracy is improved.
Of the various purposes to which the quarterly accounts are
put, their usefulness as a framework for a systematic up-to-date
assessment of the current economic situation with a view to
forming judgements about prospective developments is unquestionably the most important, and the adequacy of the
accounts is best appraised in this light. It should be emphasized
here that the assessment made in this paper, particularly Parts
I11 and IV, leaves no room for comfort; many areas urgently
require strengthening and, even if adequate financial support
is forthcoming, it will take many years before all the components
For a comprehensive description of a financial Rows system as conceived to
date in Canada see Wm. C. Hood, Pinaneing Ecorlomic Activity in Canada,
Royal Commission on Canada's Economic Prospects (Ottawa, 1958),.Part IV.
For a brief descr~ptlonof the present programme of financial statlstlcs see
Canadian Statistical Review, November 1960.
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of the accounts are as accurate as they should be. At the same
time, it is important to be on guard that the desire to obtain a
high degree of accuracy does not lead to the pursuit of unobtainable or impractical ends.
In a discussion of accuracy it appears appropriate to distinguish between the unadjusted and seasonally adjusted estimates.
The compromises involved in ! b i i g the production boundary
and setting up the conventions for the measurement of the total
product and components of the unadjusted estimates expressed
in current dollars need not be repeated here. However, once these
are agreed upon, reliance is placed on the market for converting
otherwise non-additive things to a conventionally acceptable
common denominator - dollars are added to dollars. As long,
therefore, as one endeavours to measure only the 'facts', as the
market process reveals them, imperfections of measurement,
other than those present in the market itself and in the accepted
conventions, can be overcome, at least theoretically. When one
goes farther, however, and endeavours to separate value data
into their constituent price and volume components and, more
particularly, when one tries to decompose time series into trend,
cyclical, seasonal and irregular components, accurate measurement becomes a rather more intangible matter. These attempts
to unscramble the economic omelette are merely mathematical
expressions that try to approach the real world by making certain
simplilied assumptions of the ceteris paribus variety. Since in
the real world the cetera do not remainparia for very long, the
most that may be expected from such 'abstract' statistics
is to approximate and to reflect, rather than measure
precisely, the basic underlying factors in any given economic
situation.
On the other hand, it bears emphasis that certain inaccuracies
which the unadjusted data contain need not be damaging to the
adjusted series; to the extent that the inaccuracies reappear
with some sort of regularity in the quarterly data they should be
eliminated, to some extent at least, in the process of seasonal
adjustment, together with other regular intra-annual fluctuations.
While the unadjusted data, as far as they go, are more clearcut in their conception than the seasonally adjusted series, the
latter are much more useful; that is to say, one is undoubtedly
more likely to come closer to a true picture of current economic
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development by relying on the seasonally adjusted estimates.'
This is particularly true for acountry such as Canada with strong
seasonal swings which can easily be confounded with cyclical
and irregular movements. The importance of seasonality is
illustrated in Chart 1 showing the gross national expenditure in
unadjusted and seasonally adjusted form; the seasonal swings
are, of course, more pronounced for some series such as corporation profits and less for others such as military pay. The
superiority of seasonal adjustment to other devices, such as
cornparisoils of a particular quarter with the same quarter a
year ago, need not be laboured here.2
To the extent that the main use of the unadjusted data is to
provide raw material for the seasonally adjusted 'end-product'
they need to be no more accurate than is required to render the
'end-product', particularly its quarter-to-quarter changes, as
reliable as is desired. As intimated above, the danger that the
unadjusted components of the accounts are more accurate than
necessary is far from imminent, but it is conducive to balance
GOLDBERG, ADLER, R A N D A L L A N D S U N G A
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in the evolution of statistical programmes to keep in mind that
imperfections in the unadjusted data contribute a portion only,
albeit an important one, to the total deficiency in the (changes
of the) seasonally adjusted estimates. Thus if the unadjusted
data contribute 50 per cent to the total 'deficiency' (however
defined) of the seasonally adjusted estimates, a reduction of the
error in the unadjusted data by one-half will reduce the 'deficiency' by one-quarter only. Whether such a reduction in the
deficiency of the end-product justifies the expenditure involved
has to be decided on the basis of an appraisal of the merits of
each individual case, keeping in mind, however, that many of
the constituent unadjusted series may be required for other
purposes, not just to serve the needs of the quarterly accounts
in deseasonalized form.
This highly pragmatic approach to the question of accuracy
is further supported by the fact, already mentioned, that in
practice judgements regarding the economic situation are ultimately formed after intensive probing of a broad range of
statistical data and a variety of clues; and the extent to which
these data and clues tend to reinforce one another. Furthermore,
such judgements, even when arrived at after the most painstaking study, are frequently held with some reserve until
data for the next quarter or two become available and
con&m them. For such purposes exact magnitudes are not
essential and even highly approximate estimates are very
useful.
It is fortunate that this is so, because certain characteristics,
to which we now turn, detract considerably from the accuracy
of the quarterly accounts.
GOLDBERG, ADLER, RANDALL A N D S U N G A

How accurate can the quarterly accounts be ? A qualitative comparison with the annual accounts
There are various reasons why the quarterly accounts cannot
be as accurate as the annual, aside from the matter of seasonal
adjustment, which is discussed further in Part IV. In the k s t
place the imperfections contained in the annual estimates
necessarily spill over into the quarterlies, since, for many
components, each successive annual estimate forms a beuchmark to which the current quarterly estimates are tied; the latter
are adjusted retrospectively as the annual figures are revised.
The impact of these procedures on the level of the quarterly
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figures is perhaps self-evident, but they also affect the quarterto-quarter changes.
Secondly, even if the primary data for the quarterlies were as
plentiful and comprehensive as for the annual- which, of course,
is not the case - a variety of problems detract from the accuracy
of the quarterly estimates in comparison with the a~~uual.
A
review of a number of these will serve as a reminder.
The seemingly intractable problem of measuring farm productionl quarterly is dealt with first. The d3culties in the
measurement of farm production are associated mainly with
the estimation of volume and the application of prices to growing inventories. In the non-farm sector, production for inveutories is measured by the cost of inputs as the inventory
accumulates: the change in 'goods in process', for example,
appearing in gross national expenditure is evdnated at current
average purchase prices (i.e. cost) and matched on the gross
national product side of the accounts by factor costs and other
costs.
It would appear desirable to follow the same procedure in the
farm sector, although the case is less clear that growing farm
inventories should be measured at cost (of inputs) rather than
assumed market values (of outputs). Whichever method of
valuation is used, the procedure would aim to allocate agricultural production to the quarter in which it has actually occurred.
Such a procedure would simply recognize the fact that, for
example, the harvesting of a grain crop in the fall of the year
represents the culmination of productive activity of preceding
periods and, therefore, the value of this production is 'accrued'
throughout the ploughing, seeding, growing and harvesting
periods. Productive activity of the fourth, first and second
quarters would be measured by the cost of inputs (expenses)
incurred during the various preparations to ensure a good harvest and would be reflected in the accounts by a corresponding
addition to 'inventories'.z
However, in the case of grains, information is lacking at the
1 More specifically, changes in farm inventories and net income of farm
operators from farm production.
2 If an outout-market orice valuation rather than inout-cost valuation is

i.e. (estim&d) unrealized profits would be inclided.
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present time to permit such quarterly accounting of inventories:
total estimated expenses of farm operators are now deducted
from gross farm income in each quarter and the portion incurred
in preparation for the harvest (that is the 'inventory' accruing
to the quarter) is not added back to income. As a consequence,
inventories (and therefore production and income) in the first,
second and fourth quarters are understated, and those of
the third (harvest) quarter are overstated by an equivalent
amount.=
While the problems of valuing farm production and counting
it in the quarter in which it has actually taken place is most acute
in the case of grains, it is also present, though to a lesser degree,
for livestock.2
It should be added, in passing, that the decision in the present
Canadian accounts to treat the crop as production only when
it is harvested in marketable form accentuates a difficult problem of seasonal adjustment. Because crop production is characterized by a concentration of output in the third quarter of the
year and by large and erratic fiuctuations about any average
which may be constructed, the ordinary procedures for deseasonalization (based as they are on assumptions of regularity
in the past) give rise to results which may create misleading
impressions of the movement of the gross national product. To
date, a simple expedient has been employed of dividing the
annual value of grain-crop production into four equal parts to
'IF 'additions' to farm inventories were counted in the other quarters the
change in inventories on the expenditure side of the accounts, in these quarters,
would be a smaller negative value than a t present; the change in inventories in
the third quarter would be a smaller positive value.
Currently, the quarterly change in the value of livestock inventories is
computed by broad classes of animals; and is obtained by multiplying the change
m numbers (representing physical change) by the average untt value (representing
average prices at the farm). This procedure values changes in livestock inventories
at (farm) market prices rather than (farm) costs and is therefore inconsistent with
the valuation of non-farm inventories. Much more serious, however, are the
deficiencies present in the statistical data.
Physical inventories and unit values of livestock are estimated quarterly on
the basis of semi-annual surveys. However, the unit values are applicable to the
whole stock and not necessarily to the change in the stock. A further problem
springs from the fact that physical inventory data are available only in terms of
numbers (rather than in terms of weight of animals) and, since the physical
weight composition of the livestock changes from period to period, the numbers
do not necessarily provide an accurate accounting of the real physical inventories
and changes m them. The livestock inventory estimates used at present are, in
addition, inconsistent with the farm cash income figures which are used as a
starting-pomt for estimating net farm income. The cash income from l~vestock
marketings represents a figure of depletions (or weighted numbers) and prices
of marketings (not the whole stock).
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represent seasonally adjusted data. In going into a new year,
before the crop is known, production is estimated on the basis
of average yields of preceding years, estimated acreage and
initial prices. This preliminary kst-quarter estimate is revised
later in the year as the actual data become available. The
'annual-divided-by-four' technique is used for grain crops only;
data for livestock and other items are deseasonalized by standard
techniques.
The following illustrates further the kind of inconsistencies
which arise in the quarterly accounts to a greater extent than
the annual. Since the national accounts constitute a balancing
system of statistics, all its component parts should, theoretically,
refer to exactly the same time period. In actual practice, however, there are various reasons why this cannot be accomplished
in a precise way: data flowing from administrative records may
be determined by the administrative process rather than the
time when the transactions to which they relate have taken
place; the time of effective sales and transfers may be reported
differently by the seller and buyer; goods and payments may be
in transit and their precise status indeterminate; and payment
may precede or follow, by a considerable time interval, work
carried out. Such leads, lags and floats loom much larger in the
quarterlies than in the annual data, because short time spans
are usually involved and are therefore less important on an
annual basis; and secondly, as the major emphasis in business
accounting is still concentrated on the year, respondents themselves pay greater attention to the precise timing of annual
data.
Our knowledge of these lags and flows varies from case to
case: some of them have been identified and corrected, albeit
approximately; some are known to exist, but so far they have
not been adjusted for, either because they have not proved
amenable to explicit adjustment or for other reasons; and some
are merely suspected to exist in a general way. It should be
noted, however, that many of these leads and lags are probably
stable over time and, as a consequence, affect less the quarterto-quarter changes than the level of the estimates. Furthermore,
as indicated above, some, at least, probably cancel out in the
process of adjusting the data for seasonal variation.
An example of a timing adjustment which is presently made,
albeit very approximately, is that which attempts to convert

'
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government cash outlays for capital goods as entered in the
public accounts to a figure representing the value of work done
or the actual purchases of equipment, to be referred to later. An
iUustratiou of a different type of timing problem is provided by
monthly merchandise exports and imports data which are
generally based on copies of customs documents actually received by the statistical agency. The receipt of these documents
may not coincide in time with the actual movement of the goods
or money flows in question and special procedures and adjustment may be necessary in order to approximate the latter. An
important illustration of this is wheat. Although aU movement
abroad of wheat is supposed to be accompanied by more or less
simultaneous customs documentation, in fact, some movement
precedes such documentation by a considerable interval of time.
Accordingly, the wheat export figures included in the balance
of payments are based on an independent estimate of the value
of wheat exported. Again, certain bulk orders abroad such as
aircraft may be financed on a 'progress payment' basis. The
progress payments are included as they are made in the balance
of payment figures. When the aircraft are moved across the
border they are included in the customs documents and care has
to be taken to exclude them from the latter in order to avoid
counting them twice. Through such special procedures and
adjustment the inadequacies of the estimates based on customs
documents are kept to a minimum, but whatever deficiency
remains is relatively more important in the quarterly than the
annual figures, as the latter permit a degree of cancellation of
error between quarters.
Even when customs documents are matched exactly by corresponding flows of goods a certain amount of imbalance may arise
in the accouuts because the imports of goods may not be fully
matched by, for example, inventories,in the same quarter inwhich
they have been entered in the balance of payments. Another
example of imbalance is that between indirect taxes and profits
and net income. Thus profits and net income are reported after
deduction of indirect taxes, but receipt of such taxes by the
government (and hence their inclusion in the gross national
product) may not be recorded until a subsequent time period,
either because business accounting accrues these taxes even
before they are actually paid, or because some time may elapse
until the receipts of such monies are included in the accounting
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records of government. In many instances this sort of discrepancy cannot be adjusted for.'
In addition to the imperfections arising from accounting
practice and administrative records discrepancies result from
inconsistent statistical practice. An example of this is the socalled aggregate versus rate method of estimation. The most
important series affected at the moment are labour income and
consumer expenditure. Current labour income data, which have
been designed to serve a variety of users, are estimated on a
monthly rate basis, that is, labour income is measured as to
what would be paid and received in a month of standard length
with an equal number of pay days, rather than as the actual
amount paid or received; the latter will, of course, vary from
month to month depending on how many pay days fall into a
particular calendar constellation. Consumer expenditure, on the
other hand, is the estimated sum of expenditures actually made
by consumers. Since labour income and consumer expenditure
are the largest components of G.N.P. and G.N.E., the imbalance
arising from the rate versus aggregate problem is probably largest
in this area. It is intended to remove the inconsistency arising
from this source at some future date, but it should be noted
that it applies mainly to the seasonally unadjusted series. Since
the seasonal adjustment process converts all data to a rate basis,
it removes a portion at least of the inconsistency caused by these
different methods of estimation.
Finally, a problem which is of peculiar importance to the
quarterly estimates arises when a series is first projected by
means of quarterly indicators and later adjusted to be consistent
with independent annual data; the fourth- and first-quarter
relationship, in particular, is changed from that indicated by the
quarterly projectors or interpolators, unless by chance the projected quarterly data coincide exactly with the annual figures.
Over the years considerable experimentation has been carried
out to correct this situation, but for various reasons a final
decision regarding the general practice that should be adopted
has not been made. At the moment labour income and a large
proportion of consumer expenditure are adjusted regularly to
take account of this factor, but not the other components as
28
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1 In the case of corporation profit taxes a special adjustment to place government receipts on an accrual basis is made in the Canadian national accounts.
However, since for certain analytical needs the cash flow into the government
sector may he a relevant item, cash recelpts are also shown.
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yet. It is hoped that eventually the basic information can be
improved sufficiently to reduce to a minimum the need for such
adjustments.1
Perhaps as important as the imperfections illustrated above,
if not more so, are the weaknesses arising from the relative
paucity of primary data: a larger proportion of the annual
estimates are based on comprehensive survey material, or projections that lean on fairly solid related information, than the
quarterly. We shall return to a consideration of the quality of
the data underlying the quarterly estimates later, but now turn
to an appraisal of the performance of the first preliminary
quarterly estimates in the light of the more complete and upto-date information available at the time of writing.

How accurate I~avethe quarterly accounts been? A general appraisal
It can be claimed, we believe, that in general the first preliminary estimates of the quarterly accounts have portrayed
faithfully the overall strengths and weaknesses of the economy, as
revealed subsequently by the 'final' estimates. Revisions of a
number of components have been much too large for comfort,
but the broad, unfolding picture of the economic situation as a
whole has emerged despite imperfections in the data. The
downswings of economic activity in Canada since 1947 were
periods of hesitation and pause rather than of sharp, decisive
changes in direction. The fitst estimates of the accounts have
not invariably portrayed these relatively moderate swings with
immediate and unambiguous precision, but, on the whole, the
changes revealed in them were such as to serve as an effective
medium for determining, in conjunction with other current
information, whether something was going awry in the economy
or whether things were improvin~.~
- In general, the accounts

-

The conventionil methods employed to make this adjuskent (which would
affect not only the fitst-fourth quarter relationship but also the preceding quarters
as well as the most current ones) are the ones developed by V. Lewis Bassie, or
variants of his methods. For a description of the procedures used to adjust the
labour income data seeLaborrr I~rcome1926-1958 (Dominion Bureau of Statistics,
Ottawa. 1960). D. 43.
% I tbhouldi'e noted that reference is made here to the accrcracy of the first preliminary estimates of the accounts. It can. of course. be areued that even the
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iompiehensiveness'. Howiver, even these {sirs regird the quarterly accountsi's
essential for current analysis and forecasting.
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have served as an indispensable framework for determining, in a
systematic fashion, the nature of the factors at play over the
course of the business cycle, especially if users did not c o n h e
the analysis to isolated quarters.
The statements just made are based on experience in working
with the figures and discussions with experienced users. Further,
they are supported by an examination of the summary reviews
appearing in the introductory portion of the quarterly publications from 1953 to 1960. These reviews, which are, of course,
based on the first preliminary estimates, were studied in the
light of the now known 'hall data. The examination was restricted, in general, to the part of the reviews that deals with the
general economic situation as revealed by the aggregate gross
national expenditure and product and major components; they
were studied in conjunction with Chart 2, which shows the
percentage changes from one quarter to the next in (a) the first
preliminary estimates and (b) the 'final' estimates available at
the time of writing.=
The following is a summary of the impressions derived from
the 'final' data wodd not change the tone
the study: In
of the reviews or the broad picture that they presenL2 although
in many quarters considerably different percentage changes
would have been inserted, and some reassessment of individual
components would be necessary. The statements based on preliminary estimates of gross national expenditure portrayed
clearly, and in general with precision, the movements which
were eventually established by the 'final' estimates.
The movement of the estimates of government expenditure
switched direction in a large number of quarters, in part reflecting the introduction of a timing adjustment discussed in Part IV.
But even where there has been no difference in the direction of
movement there has been a noticeable see-saw in the magnitudes
of change between the preliminary and 'final' estimates for a
number of quarters; in other words, in one quarter the preliminary has shown a small change and the 'final' a large one, and
in the subsequent quarter the preliminary showed a large change
1 The limitations of this procedure, that assumes that the 'final* estimates are
the 'true' figures, are discussed in Part In. In the case of inventories and personal
saving, the changes in Chart 2 are expressed in dollars rather than percentages.
a To some extent a t least, judgements of this sort, made retrospectively, are
necessarily subjective. It is clearly impossible to say with assurance long after the
event, how a person confronted with different percentage changes)in the current
period would have reacted.
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and the 'final' a small one (so that, incidentally, when the two
quarters are considered together the difference in movement
between them is smaller). For the years 1953 and 1954 the
divergence in the pattern of movement was also pronounced for
business h e d capital formation.
The portion of the reviews dealing with the first estimates
of most other components has been adequate in Light of the final
CHART 2
QUARTER-TO-OUARTER PERCENTAGE'CHANGES IN THE FlRSTAND FlNAL
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED ESTIMATES OF G.N.E.,G.N.P.,AND SELECTED COMPONENTS
.I.
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OUARTER-TO-QUARTER PERCENTAGE~CHANGESIN THE FIRST AND FINAL
SEASONALLY AOJUSTEO ESTiMATES OF G.N.E., F.N.P.. AND SELECTED COMPONENTS

1

record; even in quarters where there were changes in direction
of movement, these were frequently small and were described by
comments such as 'stable', 'relatively unchanged', or 'showed
little movement'. It is interesting to note that in a number of
quarters comment in the published text seems to have been
inhibited on components which subsequently were revised
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sharply, reflecting, no doubt, an awareness on the part of the
estimators of the uncertain nature of the estimates of these
components in the quarter in question.
In the last few years changes in personal income were featured
somewhat more than previously and a number of statements
with respect to this aggregate would have to be rewritten in the
GOLDBERG, A D L E R , R A N D A L L AND S U N G A

CHART 2 - Concluded
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light of the 'final' estimates. This is even more true of personal
saving, the changes of which, however, were not featured in the
part of the reviews dealt with here.
Other indicators of economic change
The precedmg comments and the review of the revisions contained in Parts I11 and IV of this paper should be considered in
the light of alternative ways of appraising quantitatively the
current and prospective economic situation.
It is probably true that, in general, the aggregate gross
national expenditure and product are more accurate than most
of their components and this is suggested by the record of
revisions discussed later, though not without some exceptions.
The reasons why the aggregates may be expected to be more
accurate are fairly obvious: the 'law' of cancelling errors does not
work to the same extent on the components which, in addition,
cannot be subject to the same number of consistency checks.
The statistical limitations of the components vis-d-vis the
comprehensive aggregates apply, in more or less the same way,
to the alternative series available for appraising the current
economic situation. Most economic indicators such as indexes
of production, employment data, retail sales, shipments and
new orders, and so on, would probably show a record of revisions
not unlike that described below for the components of the
accounts. In contrast with the quarterly accounts, where a fairly
solid aggregate serves as a frame of reference for analysing
components (and related data) of varying degree of accuracy, in
a systematic and interrelated way, the available partial indicators, while indispensable, are more diEcult to integrate into an
overall systematic framework. The analyst would have to use
his own judgement as to what weights to attach to the various
partial measures, in contrast with the market-oriented and
internally consistent weights embodied in the quarterly accounts.
One could, of course, utilize available monthly (and quarterly) time series for constructing a variety of synthetic indicators
of the barometric type for gauging the course of current economic developments, in particular the leading, lagging and coincident indicators and diffusion indexes developed by the National
Bureau of Economic Resea1ch.l In recent years, interest in this
1 See Business Cycle Indicators! edited by Geoffrey H. Moore, National
Bureau of Ecouomrc Research (Princeton, 1961), especially Chapter 7; Julrus
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type of analysis has increased considerably in Canada as a
result, in large part, of studies carried out in the Canadian
Department of Trade and Commerce (which in turn have been
stimulated by the work of the National Bureau and the U.S.
Bureau of the Census).l In the experience of a number of practitioners this approach to the study of cyclical developments and,
in particular, the various analytical devices associated with it
(including the dating of reference-cycle turning-points, the use
of cycle-on-cycle comparisons, techniques for gauging the
probable duration and amplitude of cyclical swings and so on)
have served as useful aids in the quest for early detection of
economic ckanges and for forming views regarding the reasonableness of forecasts in the light of past experience.%
Whatever one's degree of acceptance of these tools for
analysis and short-term forecasting it should be noted, first, that
the underlying data on which they are based are probably no
better than those of the quarterly national accounts; and secondly, that they, as well as other techniques, are available to be used
as complementary to, and need not be regarded as in competition with, current appraisals and short-term fo~ecastsbased on
the national accounting framework.3 As already indicated,
GOLDBERG, ADLER, RANDALL A N D SUNGA

Shiskin, Signals of Recession and Recovery; An Experiment with Monthly Reporting, Occasional Paper 77, National Bureau of Economic Research (New
York, 1961); and Business Cycle Developmenls, a monthly report issued by
the Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce. See also the useful,
brief review of the above by D . 3. Daly, Canadian Jor~rnalof Economics and
Political Science, August 1961, pp. 456-7.
See W. A. Beckett, 'Indicators of Cyclical Recessions and Revivals in
Canada', Business Cycle Indicators, Chapter 10; and Edward 3. Chambers,
'Canadian Busrness Cycles since 1919; a Progress Report', Canadian Jor,r~~ol
of
Economics and Political Science. May 1958.
"he following quotation by anofficial from the Deoartment of Trade and

the reasonableness of estimates derived independenily; it fo~cesthe forecasteiio
allow for the impact of probable cyclical developments on the magnitudes being
predicted. And, in addition, cycle-on-cycle comparisons impose the requirement
that the estimate be reasonable from the uersoective of the normal rvclirnl
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successful early diagnosis and prognosis of economic developments (being an extremely complex matter in which the talents
of the artist are applicable as well as the skills and experience
of the scientist) must utilize a variety of approaches and requires
a well-rounded programme of current statistical information.
In such a programme seasonally adjusted monthly, as well as
quarterly, economic time series play a central role. Aside from
their use in the construction of various analytical indicators,
many of the seasonally adjusted monthly time series are well
suited as projectors of components of the quarterly accounts,
and have been used for this purpose since an early date. Such
projections, which can be adjusted as more monthly data become
available, though rough, are probably a more useful approach
to an advance intimation of quarterly change of the national
accounts than purely mechanical projections.1 As indicated in
Part I, considerable experimental work has been carried out
during the last few years in Canada in an attempt to anticipate,
on the basis of two months' information, estimates of the latest
quarter. The results to date suggest that the aggregate gross
national expenditure arrived at in this way comes practically as
close to the final quarterly estimate as the first preliminary
estimate, but not the components.
PART 111

A QUANTITATIVE APPRAISAL OF 'RELIABILITY'
REFLECTED I N REVISIONS

AS

Introduction
It has been suggested in the preceding section that the quarterly accounts as a whole have been sufficiently reliable to serve as
a useful, indeed indispensable, framework for current economic
analysis in the light of available alternatives. The chances are
that some users would feel that way even if the accounts were
'Such projections can be constructed on various assumptions; for example,
that there was no change from the preceding quarter. The table in Part 111 showing
the number of times the revisions exceeded the actual change in the final estimates
in effect indicates whether this assumption would provide as good or better an
indication of the actual change (as reflected in the final estimates) than the
preliminary figures. There is, of course, the possibility that a 'sophisticated* model
of how the economy works in the short-term could he developed which would
yield better and quicker indications of change, as reflected in the 'final' quarterly
now available, at least for some
estimates. than the first preliminary. fiaures
.
components.
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somewhat less reliable than they are believed to be, particularly
if their release could be quickened. Nevertheless the question
arises whether a more precise quantitative portrayal of the
reliability of the aggregates and various components of the
accounts than already made could be provided.
It is generally recognized that the techniques of assessing
error which are applicable to statistical data derived from
probability samples cannot, as a rule, be applied to economic
time series such as the components of the accounts, encompassing as these components do a vast complex of data from a
large variety of sources ranging from complete censuses and
specially designed sample surveys, to administrative records,
projections based on piecemeal, scattered and indirect information and, in some instances, near-guesses. Further, the fusing of
this information into coherent categories involves adjustments
which, while usually based on scrupulous study for internal
consistency and consistency with external data, may at times be
made on a rather intuitive basis. In this context, it does not
appear feasible to measure purely statistical errors, in the sense
of independent chance components attached to each observation.
In recognition of this, attempts have been made at various
times to give quantitative expression of the degree of deficiency
that the estimators themselves attribute to their statistical results.
This subjective appraisal of 'error' in numerical terms has been
employed, for example, by Simon Kuznets in his pioneering
study, National Income and Its Composition, 1919-1938, volume
11.
We have decided against using this approach here. Aside
from being subjective, it does not lend itself to a systematic
appraisal of error in the quarter-to-quarter changes in which
major interest lies. However, if we were to use this approach it
is likely that the general picture conveyed in Schedule 1 would
be duplicated; that is to say, nearly one-half of the estimates
would be classiiied as good, a third as fair and the remainder as
poor. These three categories could then be described further by
attaching to them appropriate (successively larger) orders of
magnitude, preceded by the signs plus and minus.
A less subjective quantitative appraisal of error is applicable
when the two sides of the accounts are estimated, more or less,
independently. The difference between the two sides may then

-------.-
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be regarded as a broad indication of error in the overall aggregates. In the Canadian national accounts one-half of this difference is added to or subtracted from, as the case may be, the
income and expenditure sides, and shown separately in the
published figures under the perhaps misleading title of 'residual
error of estimatel.1 Thus the gross national expenditure is defined as the sum of expenditure components plus or minus the
'residual error' and, mutatis mutaizdis, the same is true for the
gross national product.
This procedure - of estimating independently the two sides
of the accounts and then allocating one-half the difference to
each - has proven extremely useful and may have added considerably to the overall reliability of the accounts, in part in
virtue of the disciplined investigation which is frequently
generated by it. The characteristics of the 'residual error' are
not discussed in this paper, but it bears emphasizing here that
its apparent objectivity may be illusory to a significant degree.
When the residual error is 'larger than usual' a re-examination of
worksheets is undertaken. Occasionally, this examination may
throw up some mechanical error or logical flaw in the estimation
procedure that has been missed in the regular analysis of the
statistical components for consistency and reasonableness. But
even when no such error or flaw is discovered, some fairly
arbitrary adjustment may on occasion be made. The fact that
in a number of components adequate basic information is
lacking leaves more leeway for rationalizing such adjustments.
Revisions as indicators of 'reliability'
Another quantitative approach, applicable to the components as well as the totaI, assumes that the last available estimate for any particular quarter is the more reliable figure than
an earlier estimate for the same quarter, so that the difference
between the two provides a measure of deficiency of the earlier
figure.2 This assumption, which underlies the discussion in the
1 'Residual difference' or 'residual discrepancy' might be more appropriate
terms.
a This approach was used in a study of the U.S. National Accounts by Arnold
Zellner. See his 'Statrstical Analysis of Provisional Estrmates of the G.N.P. and
its Components, of Selected National Income Components and of Personal
Saving', Journal of the American Statistical Association, March 1958, pp. 5&65.
See also StatisticalEvaluation Reports, Report No. 2, Revisions of Fzrst Estin~ates
of Quarter to Quarter Movement in Selected National Income Series 1947-1958
(seasonally adjusted data), Office of Statistical Standards, Bureau of the Budget,
Washington, D.C., February 1960.
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last section of Part 11, is, of course, a reasonable one, the latest
figures for a quarter being based usually on more complete and
up-to-date infortnation. The approach has, however, several
major weaknesses.1 First, it sheds no light on the extent to which
the last available estimate may itself be faulty. Secondly, the
approach may give a misleading impression of strength or
weakness of the earlier estimates. Basically, it measures the
degree to which revisions have taken place over a period of time.
If a particular series has not undergone any revision because,
say, no new data have become available during the period in
question, then the preliminary series will appear strong even
though it may, in fact, be very weak. At the same time, another
preliminary series, intrinsically more reliable, may have been
revised substantially as a result of improvements introduced
during the period and consequently will appear weak.2
It has been deemed worth while, nevertheless, to carry out a
detailed study utilizing this approach. Attempts to strengthen a
component of the accounts are made by procuring additional
information and improving concepts and methodology. To the
extent that this has taken place the resulting revisions are indeed
a reflection of improvement of the earlier estimates as well as a
measure of their weakness at the starting-point. Secondly, this
approach opens up questions regarding the factors responsible
for observed revisions, and an investigation of these factors,
along the lines described later. Such investigations themselves
provide insights into the character and reliability of the various
estimates. Thirdly, the approach lends itself not only to an
assessment of deficiency in the level of the preliminary estimates
but in the quarter-to-quarter changes as well, and since major
interest lies in the latter this is a very important consideration.
Before proceeding to a quantitative description of the revisions, certain additional features and limitations of the procedures used require elaboration.
To summarize, at any particular quarter we have a time series
of quarterly estimates based on latest available information and
best judgements. The estimates of the successive quarters in this
See also page 30.
% I tshould be noted, too, that when revisions are, on average, of constant
magnitude over time, this does not mean that the preliminary estlmates are not
getting better; it may simply reflect the fact that both the preliminary and final
estlmates have lmproved a t the same rate. Similarly, revisions of increasing size
may not necessarily reflect that the preliminary data have deteriorated, but rather
that the final ones have improved.
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series are not, however, entirely alike, some having been based
on more complete and up-to-date information than others. As
we go back in time the estimates are relatively stronger, those
for the most recent quarters being based on least complete data.
However, major interest centres around the most recent quarters
as indicators of emerging developments in the economy. Two
related questions arise: How adequate a representation of
quarter-to-quarter change of the ultimate estimates are the most
recent estimates of quarter-to-quarter change? How adequate a
representation of the level of the ultimate estimate is the level of
the most recent estimate?
These questions may be asked of each most recent quarterly
estimate as it becomes available, to be referred to henceforth in
this paper as the 'first' estimate of a quarter. They may also be
asked of the subsequent estimates of the same quarter until it
has reached the status of 'ultimate', to be referred to henceforth
as the 'final' estimate of the quarter. Thus, in between the 'first'
estimate of a quarter and its 'final' estimate there are a number
of intermediate estimates of the same quarter. Just how many of
these there are depends on the revision practice.
Considerations of time did not permit adequate study of the
intermediate estimates, and in what follows attention is confined
to the differences between the first and final estimates only.
These differences are referred to as 'revisions' in the remainder
of this paper.
Although the Canadian quarterly accounts go back to 1947,
it has not been considered appropriate to use the whole time
series in the present review. The estimates from 1947 to 1952
were made retrospectively in 1953, when the annual data for
these years were already available. The first estimates for these
years are, therefore, of a different order from those of the
subsequent years when the estimates were made conteinporaneously. For opposite reasons the year 1961 has not been used; at
the time the calculations for the present project were being
carried out, during 1962, only limited revisions had been made
to the estimates of the preceding year. Accordingly, the review
below is confined to the eight-year period from 1953 to 1960.
A further complication arises from the fact that the first six
years of this relatively short time series (1953-8) differ from the
last two years (1959-60) in two important respects. First, the
round of revisions for the period from 1953 to 1958 is complete
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in the sense that no further changes are anticipated until the
material from the 1961 decennial census is built into the estimates. By contrast, although the estimates of the two subsequent
years have undergone considerable revision, it is expected that
further changes will have to be made to a number of the components before the census material becomes available. Accordingly, for these components, the latest available estimates for
the years 1959 and 1960 are not quite as 'final' as those of the
preceding years.
Secondly, a revised volume of the quarterly national accounts
was issued early in 1959 incorporating certain changes in concepts and methods as well as 1951 decennial and other new
information.1 The figures in this volume superseded all previous
estimates from 1947 on. Accordingly the first estimates for
quarters beginning with (approximately) 195g2are on a somewhat different basis than first estimates of the preceding quarters.
In recognition of the fact that the two periods are not homogeneous, separate summary measures have been calculated for
the years 1953-58 and 1959-60. It should be noted, however, that
even so it is rather difficult to interpret the summary measures
shown below. In particular, the years from 1953 to 1958 represent a period of statistical consolidation, especially as far as
changes in concept and methods are concerned. One would
expect increasing stability in the estimates as experience is
gained, as data gaps get filled, and as the concepts and methods
used settle down. In fact, various new forces come into play,
disrupting potential stability. Whether, overall, these forces will
give rise to changes in the future that are as large as in the past
is not something that, we believe, can be appraised through a
probability calcnlns.
Be that as it may, the summary measures are presented below
merely as a quantitative impression of the extent to which the
first published estimates have been amended. This is of considerable interest in itself as an indication of the extent to which the
Nafionol Accounts, Income and fipenditure, by Qrrarters, 1947-1957,
Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Catalogue No. 13-511 (Ottawa, 1959). This
monograph contains a description of concepts, sources and methods used. An
up-to-date version will he found in Narional Accozints, Income and Expe,rdilrrre,
by Quarters, 1947-1961, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Catalogue No. 13-519
(Ottawa, 1962).
It is extremely difficultto determine the exact period that this discontinuity
in concept and methods has taken place because some of the contemplated
changes were, in fact, linked into the preliminary estimates in 1958 or even
earlier.
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statistician has had to change his nkld in the light of hindsight,
as it were. In addition, as already indicated, the calculations
have served as an occasion for sifting out systematically the
major factors that have been responsible for revisions. The
results of this sifting are described later, but it should be noted
here that, in many instances, it has been extremely difficult to
determine precisely the causes of the revisions, in part because
the available records have not been kept in a form to facilitate
such analysis. Indeed, one of the lessons of the present study
has been to highlight the usefulness of maintaining such records
for future analysis.
The summary measures employed are elementary. The h a 1
estimate of each quarter was subtracted from the first estimate
of the same quarter; these differences were then summed and
divided by the number of observations, that is, the number of
quarters. Two types of averages were calculated: the one
ignoring the sign in summation, to be referred to henceforth as
the absolute mean; the other taking the sign into account, to be
referred to henceforth as the algebraic mean.
The absolute mean is the more relevant measure in that it
indicates the extent to which, on average, the first estimate has
failed to represent the final estimate, irrespective of whether the
former was larger or smaller than the latter. The algebraic mean,
on the other hand, indicates the extent to which the first estimate
tended to be biased in a particular direction, that is to say,
whether, on average, it was smaller or larger than the final
estimate for the period under consideration.
The same summary measures were calculated for the revisions in quarter-to-quarter changes and the revisions in the
level of the estimates.=The absolute means of the revisions have
been expressed as a percentage of the final estimates of quarterly
change and level, respectively. Expressed in this form the sum'It should be noted that the first estimate of quarter-to-quarter change is the
diiferencc between the firs1 estimate (of level) d a particular quarter and the
~erundcstimate(of level) of rhc preceding qu3rter. This is becsuse whenthc firat
estimate of a onrticulsr ouarter is oublishcd it is freaucntlv accomnanted bv a
revised (second) estimate of the vrecedine auarter. and it is t6e differehce between

amountirlg to $32,248 niillion, was published, the figure of the pieceding quarter
had been revised to $31,684 million. The change between the first and second
quarter of 1958 was calculated by subtracting $31,684 million (not $31,676
mtlllon) from $32,248 million.
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mary measuresprovide a convenientbird's-eyeview of the relative
importance of the revisions. Another comparison of interest is
the extent to which the movements of the first and final estimates
were in a different direction; and the number of times the
revisions were larger than the quarter-to-quarter movements of
the final estimates. This information is shown in a separate
table.
The series summarized include all those forming the expenditure side of the accounts, major components of the income side,
and several aggregates. The notes that follow are designed to
guide the reader through the tabular material, more detailed
explanatory comment being reserved for Part IV, which, however, deals mainly with the seasonally unadjusted series.
Quantitative description of revisions
It may be well to begin with a note on terminology to avoid
confusion: the quarterly estimates, unadjusted for seasonal
variation, will be referred to henceforth as the 'unadjusted
series'; those which have been adjusted for seasonality will be
referred to as the 'adjusted series'. Thus reference will be made
to the first and final estimates of the unadjusted series, and
similarly for the adjusted series. It should be clear from the text
when reference is made to characteristics of the underlying series
in contradistinction to the revisions of the first estimates.1
It should be noted, too, that while the averages shown below
are a convenient shorthand method of conveying the character
of the revisions, and are believed to be of considerable interest
and significance, they can be misleading, in a degree. In actual
economic analysis the quarterly figures are used as a time series,
and individual quarters are studied, in sequence, in relation to
the preceding and following quarters; the import of the revisions

'

If Xnt represents the first estimate of a quarter and Xrt the final estimate of
the same quarter, the revision, in level, of a quarter as defined in this paper
equals X,% - Xet. If N represents the number of observations for which the
revisions were calculated, then the absolute mean of the revisions in level equals
Z[X,t - Xr']

-.
N

If X,t-1 represents the estimate of the previous quarter published at the same
time as X$, the first estimate of quarter-to-quarter change equals X,' - XD"l.
If the final series is expressed similarly only with subscript 'f', the final estimate of
quarter-to-quarter change equals Xtt - Xr'-1 and the absolute mean of the
revisions in quarter-to-quarter change equals
X[(Xpt - Xpt-') - (Xet - Xtt-I)]
N

I
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may be considerably djfferent when they are viewed in this context. This matter is considered further in the summary at the
end of this sectio1l.l
Unadjusted series
The unadjusted series are dealt with first, because: they are
the foundation on which the adjusted series are based; they
facilitate making comparisons later with certain characteristics
of the adjusted series; and, of necessity, the discussionin Part IV
deals mainly with them.
Table I deals with the final quarterly series, not with revisions.
The average movements from quarter to quarter of the final
estimates, expressed in percentages, are shown to provide
perspective.
TABLE I
Abso111teand algebraic n~eansoffinal estimates of quarter-to-quarter
percentage change, lrnadiusfedseries
1953-58

1959-60

Absolute Algebraic Absolute Algebraic
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean

Item

(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

Gross national exoenditure
Consumer ex~endtnre
Government expenditure
Busgess 6xed capital formation
Changes in non-farm inventories
Changes in farm inventories
Expo& of goods and services
Imports of goods and services

12.10

2.67

9.91

1.46

Wages and salaries
Corporation profits
Net income of non-farm
unincorporated business
Accrued net farm income
Indirect taxes less subsidies

3.59
14.35

1.70
2.84

3.12
14.38

1.18
-0.81

14;4

3.96

17.42

*

2.75

2.28

1.61

2.62

1.68

5.35
1229

2.05
225

5.18
8.67

1.21
1.48

Gross national product less farm
lncome
Personal disposable income
Personal net saving

*

*

*

*

Note: The percentage change of each quarter from the preceding quarter was
calculated; these percentage changes were summed and div~dedby the number
of quarters, ignoring sign in the summation to arnve at the absolute mean, and
taking sign into account to arrive at the algebraic mean.
*The quarter-to-quarter percentage changes of these items are difficult to
interoret.
1 See pages

60-65 inclusive.
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It will be seen that for most co~nponentsthe absolute mean
(that is, ignoring sign) of the quarter-to-quarter percentage
changes has been substantial.1 By contrast, the algebraic mean
has been much smaller.
This combination of large absolute means and small algebraic
ones is primarily a reflection of the wide seasonal swings in
economic activity in Canada, but the significant aspect for our
present purposes is the fact that the large quarterly swings,
embodied in the absolute means, provide a sizeable 'target' at
which the &st estimate of change can aim. On this account
alone one might expect the k s t estimates of change to come
relatively close to the 'target', as represented by the iinal
estimates of change. In fact, numerous other factors enter into
the picture which, together with the sue of the target, determine
the extent to which it is missed by the k s t estimates2 This can
be inferred from an examination of Table 11.
The main question that Table I1 is designed to answer is:
How does the size of the revision in quarterly change compare
with the size of the final estimates of quarterly change? Column
(1) of the table shows the average quarterly change (in dollar
amounts) of the iinal estimates and corresponds to column (1)
of Table I. Column (2) of Table I1 shows the size of the average
revisions, that is, the dierence between the k s t estimates of
quarterly change and the final estimates of quarterly change.
Column (3) of the table is perhaps the most revealing one in
that it indicates by what proportion the final change was missed,
on average, by the first estimate of change.
I t will be seen that the average missed proportions varied
widely, from only 3 per cent in the case of exports in the years
1959-60 to some 52 per cent in the case of government expenditure in the period 1953-58. Further, the missed proportions have
been, in general, appreciably smaller in the period 1959-60 than
in the preceding years, reflecting in most cases larger quarterly
changes as well as smaller revisions. While it is felt that for a
It is not within the purview of the present paper to consider the economic
factors responsible for the differences in the observed quarter-to-quarter changes
of the various items, but it should, perhaps, be noted that the much smaller
absolute mean change in wages and salaries is, in the main, a reflection of the
fact that wages and salaries are subject to less seasonal fluctuation in Canada than
most other series. The large changes in personal disposable income and gross
national expenditure reflect the sharp seasonal swings in farm income.
Some of the individual quarterly changes (targets) hidden in the averages,
are, in fact, small.
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TABLE I1
Absolute means ofrevisions ofquarterly clrange compared tvith absolute
means offinal estin~atesof qrrorteriy change, rinadjusfed series
1959-6U

1953-58

Abrolura means ol:

Rcvirion
Final
utimate
in
0fQtOQ QtOQ
change
change

Relative
size of
revision

Abaolute means of:

Final
Reyision
utimafe
m
0 f Q t0Q Q to Q
change
change

Relative
size of
revision

SM

SM

%

SM

IM

%

Grass nrtionnl cxponditurc
3 418
Consumer u p e n d i f ~ e
1:621
Governm~ntoipend~tum
556
Bu8inar fixed capital
formation
816
Chanecr in non-farm
inventories
584
Change* in farm invsntoriu 2,172
Exports of goods and sewicu 615
Imoo~tsof goods md aowicu 594

325
269
287

9.5
16.6
51.6

3 452
1:909
728

243
118
111

7.0
6.2
15.2

154

18.9

1,024

101

9.9

314
132
36
69

53.8
6.1
5.9
11.6

829
2,156
750
671

111
119
23
36

13.4
5.5
3.1
5.4

Wases and rrlatiu
504
Carqoration profits
384
Net Income of non-funincorporated businas
254
Accrued n c l farm rncomo
2,043
Indirect taxer l u r subsidiu
75

123
98

24.4
25.5

542
455

50
128

9.2
28.1

178
83
33

32.7
8.7
44.0

377
1,849
111

88
108
31

23.3
5.8
27.9

191
126
177

11.1
5.9
5.7

........................................................

Gross national product 1-9
farm income
Ferronai disposable income
Personal net rnv~ng

1,429
2 424
2:978

257
364

.............................

.

tionn in f i i i produEtion.
(d) The symbol 'SM'in this and the following tablu rcprucnts 'milliillionr of dollars'.

number of components, for example, h e d capital formation and
government expenditure, this repiesents some genuine sharpening of the quality of the k s t estimates, it appears advisable
to-draw atientidn here to the caution alr&ay emphasized,
that the estimates for most components for the years 1959-60
are still subject to change, possibly large change.
Some further comment regarding the relative size of the
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revisions is made later, when corresponding ratios of the adjusted series are considered. But, before turning to a consideration of the next table, it appears appropriate to draw attention
to the following:
First, it bears repeating that the relative size of revisions, even
if they were all in fkal form, is an inadequate indicator of the
quality of the various estimates. To illustrate, in 1959-60, the
revisions in corporation profits have been somewhat higher
than in the preceding years, and higher, too, than net non-farm
unincorporated income. The revisions in the latter were smaller
in 1959-60 than in the preceding period. It would clearly be
unsafe to infer from this that the first estimates of corporation
profits in 1959-60 were of lower quality than they were in
1953-58; or that the estimates of corporation profits are of lower
quality than net income; or that the latter improved during the
period. The fact is that appraisal of quality of the various
estimates is necessarily a highly complex matter, encompassing
many aspects, of which the revision characteristics as summarized in Table I1 are merely one.
Second, in all components, with the exception of inventories,
the first estimates employed in the calculations are the ones
actually published. In the case of inventories the first published
estimates for the years 1953 to 1957 had been anived at by
differencing book values; they, therefore, represented the change
in the value of inventories rather than the value of the physical
change, as subsequently published. However, estimates of the
value of physical change were also made in the earlier period,
though they were not published. It was decided, for purposes of
this paper, to use these unpublished data so that all estimates
of inventory change employed in this paper, first as well as final,
are on a value of physical change basis. The gross national
expenditure and product series used here likewise incorporate
these unpublished inventory figures.1
Third, a discussion of the factors responsible for the revisions
is deferred to Part IV,but it should be noted here that the
revisions shown in the tables of Part I11 arise from a variety of
sources: factors giving rise to annual revisions as well as those
related to quarterly estimation alone; non-repetitive factors such
1 The calculations of the gross national expenditure were also made on the
old (published) basis. The general picture of the revisions of this aggregate is
substantially the same on either basis, but for inventories it would probably be
quite a bit different.
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as changes in concepts' which, once having been introduced, no
longer constitute a source of revision, as well as repetitive factors
res;lting from the regular up-dating of available information.
We now proceed to an examination of Table I11 that summarizes the number of quarters in which the revision was larger
T A B L E 111

Reviiion in
change
13recr
- than
final
change
(1)
Gross national expenditure
Consumer expend?ture
Government expenditure
Business fixed capital formation
Changes in non-farm inventories
Changes in farm inventories
Exports of goods and services
Imports of goods and services

0
4
7
2

Rcvirion Revision in Rrvibion
altered
change
~llered
direction 1arer.r
- than direction
of
final
of
change
change
change
(2)
(1)
(2)
0
0
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

1

5

1
3

2
0
0

0
0

4
2

2
1

0
1

4

-7.

1

......................................................................

Wages and salaries
Corporation profits
Net income of non-farm unincornorated
business
=...
Accrued net farm income
Indirect taxes less subsidies
.
.

Gross national product less farm
lncome
Personal disoosahle income
Personal nef saving

0

1

1

5

0
5

1
3

0
2

3
0
3

2
0
1

0
0
1

0
0
0

i

Notes fo Table 111:
(a) The total number of observations (quarters) for the period 1953-58
amounted to 23; and for 1959-60 to 8.
(6) In the cascof column (Z), in a few instances the first estimates showed no
change, and the final showed an increase or dwrease, or vice versa. These were
not entered.
(c) 'Larger' in the context of this table refers to relative magnitude irrespective
of sign.

'It could, of course, be argued that adjustment for conceptual changes
should have been made before undertaking the calculations. This was considered
but rejected, in part because it was inconvenient to do (with the exception of
inventories).
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than the final estimate of quarterly change, and the nnmber of
times the direction of change in the first estimate was opposite
to that of the final estimate of change.
In view of what has been said above regarding the size of the
'target' embodied in the absolute mean quarterly changes, it
might be expected that, with the exception of indirect taxes less
subsidies and wages and salaries, the size of the revision in a
quarterly change should seldom exceed the size of the actual
change; or should seldom alter the direction of the change. This
expectation is borne out substantially, but by no means entirely,
by the record of performance of the first estimates.
One reason why the performance is somewhat short of expectations is hidden in the averaging process. While, for most
components, the amplitudes of change in the unadjusted series
are very large on average, they are quite small in certain quarters.
Thus in the case of consumer expenditure the change from the
second to the third quarter is typically small (in the neighbourhood of 2 per cent). More or less the same situation prevails in
the case of non-farm unincorporated income. To a lesser extent
this is also true for wages and salaries, the percentage change
from the third to the fourth quarter being quite a bit smaller
than the remainder, which, as we have seen, are also relatively
moderate. Most cases of divergence did, in fact, occur in quarters with small amplitude of change, leaving aside the special
case of government expenditure, which is discussed in Part IV.
I n regard to the question of bias, that is to say, the extent to
which the &st estimates of quarterly change have tended to
nnderstate or overstate the final estimates of quarterly change,
we turn to Table N.
It will he seen from examination of Table IV that, for most
components, the number of quarters in which the first estimate
of change was higher than the final estimate of change was close
to one-half of the total number of quarters for which the calculations were carried out, indicating little bias by this yardstick.
However, during 1953-58 the size of the understatement of the
&st estimates of most components tended to be bigger than the
overstatement. As a consequence, while there was substantial
cancellation in the revisions over the period, the &st estimates
of change have tended to nnderstate the final estimate of change
on average, although by a moderate amount. During 1959-60
an opposite tendency is indicated for a number of components GOLDBERG, ADLER, R A N D A L L A N D S U N G A
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the first estimates of change have tended to be moderately higher
on average.1
TABLE IV
Indications of bias in fist estirnares of chonge, unadjusted series
(Number of quarters in which first estimate of change was higher
than 6nal estimate of change; and algebraic mean of revisions
of quarterly change)
1959-60

1953-58
Number of Algsbraic Algebraic
quarters
mean
m,e?o
first
final
revxslons
estimate
quarterly ofquarterly
orchangc
change
change
higher than
('bias')
final
estimate

4
4
3
3
4
3
2
5

66
-43
20
9
54
SO

IM
(3)
57
41
-30
-1
34
31
-9
-8

-17
-18

6
4

196
-27

30
48

45
18
52

-28
44
10

4
4
2

18
-23
69

-8
7
-14

499
353
-46

-98
9
51

4

356
236
-35

50
-20
-61

GTOSP
national expenditure
Conrumer expcnditu!e
Government cxpsndlture
Busino~sfixed WI i-I formation
changes in "~".Pa~rninventories
changer in farm inventarir
Exports of goods and rcn!ecr
Imports of goods a d serv~cer

10
8
14
10
lo
11
10
Ii

SM
(2)
517
399
88
126
-21
-22
90
109

Wages and salaries
Cornoration profits
Not income ornon-farm uninearparated business
Accrued net farm income
Indirect taros less rub~idies

9
10

227
41

12
13
10

7
12
12

(1)

Number of Algcbraic Algebraic
quarters
msan
llcpn
fint
final
revmans
estirnat~ quarterly ofquarlorl~
ofchangc change
change
hisher thro
Cbiaa')
final
estimate

SM
(3)
-54
-43
-45
-32
-5
24
-10
-9

(1)

IM
(2)
333
271

......................................................................................

......................................................................................

Gross national product less

farm income
Penonal disposable income
Personal net saving

1

4

Norel to Table IV:
(a) In rogprd to column (1) it should be noted that there wsic 23 obsenlationr (quarters) in

"
.
.
a 0 ."
<,,""
,,. ,o<o <A
(6) The mrans ufcol;mnr (2) and (3) Itarc becn clilculzilrd in fhs rlmc rnlnncr is thors of
Trblc I1 s ~ c e p tih.,! lllc 5ign r x r tnkcn lnfoaccount in ihc >ui~~rnu#on.
(c)
. .Tllc dollar riiluc3 srr, m ctlccl. qurr!crly rrnvunls nlulriplsd b, 4, nr in Trblr 11.
( d ) 'High$? in the cantcit of this table ~ofcinto relative mr&itudc taking sign info account.

,,,-"

."C,

.,,-".

Turning now to the average levels of the quarterly estimates,
Table V compares the absolute means of the revisions in the
level of the quarterly estimates with the absolute means of the
final estimates of quarterly level.
'It should he noted that this moderate bias (both negative and positive)
represents a considerable percentage of the algebraic means of the final estimates
of change, in some cases (mainly inventories and personal saving) an extremely
large percentage. The dollar values have been featured in Table IV because they
are believed to be more meanin~fulhere than the eercentage
. relationships such
as shown in column (3) of ~ a h l g I 1 .
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TABLE V
Absolute nteafrs of revisions of quarterly level compared lvith absolrrte
means offinal estimates of quarterly level, unodjrrsfedseries

Crorr national product less

Personal net raying

0.7
0.8
10.5

N o l a lo Table V:
.(a) The tofal number of obrervationofar the period 1953-58 amounted to ?*: and for 1959-60

As before, the relative size of revisions for most components
has been quite a bit smaller in 1959-60 than in the preceding
years1 and this should be interpreted in the light of the comments
already made on Table 11. The large percentage rev~sionin
personal saving, compared with that of most other components,
should occasion no surprise, as this item is estimated residually,
by subtracting consumer expenditure from personal disposable
income. The saving residual is a small proportion of each of the
components from which it is derived and, as a consequence,
even small revisions in the components may loom very large as
1 As already indicated, for most components the revisions-in quarterly levels
reflect, in the main, revisions in the annual estimates. See the appendix for the
latter.
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a percentage of the residual. Similarly, in the case of the inventory figures the base on which the percentages are calculated is
not the value of the total inventory, but the much smaller figure
of the value of physical change.1
The first estimates of the level of the quarterly figures have
shown a noticeably more pronounced 'bias' than the first estimates of change described before, as a comparison of Table VI,
below, with Table IV will indicate.
TABLE V I
Indications of bias in /in/estimates of qrrarterly level, unadjusted series

1953-58
Number of
quarters
in which first
estimate of
quarterly
level higher
than final
estimate
(1)

1959-60

Algebraic Number of
mean of
quarters
revision in which fust
of lkst
estimate of
estimates
quarterly
of level level higher
than h a 1
SM
estimate
(2)
(1)

-~

~

Business fixed capital formation
Changes in non-farm inventories
Changes in farm inventories
Exports of goods and services
Imports of goods and services

5
12
11
5
5

Wages and salaries
0
Corporation profits
6
Net income of non-farm unincorporated business
3
Accrued net farm income
18
Indirect taxes less subsidies
1
Gross national ~ r o d u c less
t
farm income Personal disposable income
Personal net saving

0
7
21

Algebraic
mean of
revision
of first
estimates
of level

SM
(2)

..

-175
-68
-13
-35
-53

2
2
5
0
1

-30
-31
20
-47
-61

-501
-73

7
0

248
-162

-56
138
-53

0

4
0

-81
-1
-67

-1,013
-173
406

1
4
5

-225
-49
141

Notes to Table VI:
(a) The total number of observations for the period 1953-58 amounted to 24;
and for 1959-60 to 8.
(b) 'Higher' in the context of this table refers to relative magnitude taking
sign Into account.
1 Uy coincidcncc the rel:~livcsize of the revision in non-farm inventories, in
1953--58,
in Tablc V ia pr.lcIic3lly the sdmc as the one in l3blc 11.
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For most components the first estimates of quarterly level
tended to be lower than the final estimates, and in several cases
this understatement persisted for nearly all quarters. In particular, the first estimates of consumer expenditure were lower than
the h a 1 estimates for all quarters but one duriug the period
from 1953 to 1960. However, the downward bias was much less
in 1959-60 than in the preceding periods for many items.1
GOLDBERG, ADLER, R A N D A L L A N D S U N G A

Adjusted series
The revisions in the adjusted series have been summarized in
the same manner as those of the unadjusted series just described,
except that the tables have been supplemented by charts, in
recognition of the fact that the adjusted series are the ones that
are generally used for economic analysis and, as a consequence,
the revisions in them are of particular interest to users of the
data. Examination of the charts should permit a more realistic
appraisal of the significance of the revisions than can be made
from an analysis of the summary measures alone.
Table VII below summarizes the data for the adjusted series
in the same manner as Table I does for the unadjusted series.
It will be seen that in comparison with the unadjusted series
the quarter-to-quarter changes of the adjusted series are very
small. This is, of course, the result of adjusting the data for
seasonal variation; its very purpose is to remove recurring intraannual fluctuations, and the larger the latter the smaller will the
quarter-to-quarter changes of the adjusted series usually be by
comparison with the unadjusted. Thus the first estimates of
change in the adjusted series have to try to hit a much smaller
target, obviously a more difficult objective.2
With the exception of inventories, personal saving and farm income, the
final figures in all quarters were, naturally, positive; the algebraic means are,
therefore. the same as the absolute means shown in
(1), of
-~column
.
..Tahle
- -.
.- V
. . The
- -.
relative size of the revisions in column ( 2 ) o f able VI may he obtained by
-comparing them with the figures in column (1) of Table V. It will be seen that
where the Erst estimates of level have not been higher in any quarter during the
period studied than the tinal estimates, the algebraic and absolute means of the
revisions are identical.
2 A similar comparison may he made with the annual fiaures: the year-toyear percentage changes having been quite a bit larger than thequarter-toIquarter
changes in the seasanally adjusted series. The annual figures are shown in
the Appendix. It should be noted here that the nhrase 'at annual rates' which
\
.

bringthem to an annual basis (or rate).
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TABLE VII
Absolute and algebraic means of quarter-to-quarterpercentage change
in thejn-nal, adjusedsenes
1953-58

1959-60

Absolute
mean

Algebraic
mean

Absolute
mean

Algebraic
mean

(1)
..

(2)
-,

(11
..

(21
..

1.73
1.58
2.92
3?3

1.34
1.50
1.72
1.58

1.29
1.20
2.05
223

-

-

-

Gross national expenditure
Consumer expenditure
Government expenditure
Business fixed capital formation
Changes in non-farm inventories
Changes in fann inventories
Exports of goods and services
Imports of goods and services

............................

2.72
3.17

0.88
1.35

4.36
1.55

1.03
1.20
1.17
-0.57

*

-

0.99
0.60

Wages and salaries
Corporation profits
Net income of non-farm unincorporated business
Accrued net farm income
Indirect taxes less subsidies

............................

Gross national product less
farm income
Personal disposable income
Personal net saving

*The quarter-to-quarter percentage changes of these items are dEcult to
interpret.

On this account alone one would expect the relative size of
revisions in the adjusted series to be larger than those of the
unadjusted series. In addition, another factor, inherent in the
process of seasonal adjustment, conspires to produce the same
result. Since the averaging procedure employed in adjusting the
series for seasonal variation centres the moving average two
quarters back from the quarter for which the latest actual data
are known, the factors for the two most current quarters can
only be estimated. Unless, therefore, one is dealing with a time
series which has stable seasonal factors, the &st estimates of the
adjusted series may have to be revised considerably as one
progresses through time.
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Thus it should occasion no surprise that the relative size of
the revisions in Table VIII is substantially larger than the corresponding revisions in Table 11.1
TABLE V I I I
Absolute means of revirions of qirarlerly ctiange compared with absolute
meons ojJi1ia2 estimates of quarlerly cha~r@,adjusted series
......
Final
estimate

Relative
Revision
sire
in
of

change

change

IM

tM

Abrolule mcanr of:

%

(1)
O r o s nrtiond ex~onditure
CanEumer expsndilure
Government expenditure
Burinsnr fixed capital formation
Changes in nm-farm
inventories
Changes in farm inventorier
export^ ofgoads and services
Impoiu of goods and services

488
286

Abrolurc msonr o/:

Relative
sila

Final
estirnnfc

Revision
in

5M

tM

%

(1)

(2)

(3)
= (2)iil)

145
94
77
80

32.3
34.6
57.9
46.0
20,9
83.6
9.1
26.4

14'
187

196
145
156
108

40.2
50.7
101.6
57.8

449
272
133
174

287
168
158
208

237
161
70
67

82.6
95.8
W3
32.2

349

73

297
73
125

27
61
33

PI

Wages and salaries
corporation profits
Net income of no"-farm unincorporated burrncrr
Accrued net farm income
Indirect taxes lcu rubridisn

...........................

GIOSS
national product less
farm income
Personal disposable incomo
Penonal net raving
Nnrr m Tnhls VIII
................
(0) For a dwriptian ofthe procedures used in calculaling fhc means ofTabic VIII see not* to

Table 11. The dollar valve figure8 of Table VIII, and Ulc followrns tables, are s t annual mtes.
' N o t rvaiirble.

It will be seen that, while the relative size of the revisions has
varied from item to item it has represented, in almost all cases,
a large proportion of the actual quarter-to-quarter change of
the final estimates. The revisions in gross national expenditure,
consumer expenditure, exports, imports and wages and salaries
were the smallest, but, on average, even they ranged from a third
to about one-half of the quarterly change in the final estimates,
if the revisions in exports, imports and wages and salaries during
1959-60, which were smaller, are not counted. Taking the period
' A c o m p a r i s o n o f T a b l e s I1 and V I l l %,ill s h o w t h a t while t h c process of
s c a s u n a l ; l d j u s t m m t reduces s u b s t m t i a l l y rllc size o f the d e n o m i n a t o r (targcr)
it h ~ asrnuctl s m a l l e r clfect on t h e s ~ z eof t h e n u m e r a t o r (revision).
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from 1953 to 1960, as a whole, the largest relative revisions took
place in government expenditure, net income of non-farm
unincorporated business, personal saving, net farm income,
changes in farm inventories and personal disposable income.
As might be expected, the much greater diiculty of the fist
estimates of change of the adjusted series in coming close to the
'target', compared with the unadjusted series, is also reflected in
Table M, which corresponds to Table 111.
T A B L E IX
.Vlr,,,her of qaarrcri ir, a.hrcl! revi.,iorl n n r /urger t1ra11the quarrcr-lo-qrrarrer
clzu,rge in /i,rol eslinmrer ond ,,v,,~Der of r,,,orrers in abicl~relisrotrs
olrerr~ddidiflion of chair~c,adirrsteil x?ries

1953-58

1959-60

Revision in Rev~sion Revision in Revision
change
altered
change
altered
larger than direction larger than direction
final change of change final change of change
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
Gross national expenditure
Consumer expenditure
Government expenditure
Business fixed capital formation
Changes in non-farm inventories
Changes in farm inventories
Exports of goods and services
ImDOrtS of goods and services

2
5
11
7

7
13
8
4

1

3
7
4
2
7
5
3

0
1
3
3
0
3
0
1

0
0
3
2

0
1
0
1

\Va~esand alar:es
Corporation profits
Nct incunic of non-farm unincorporarcd businrss
Accrued nrl farm income
Indirect taxes ir,s subsidies

.............................

Gross national vroduct less
farm income Personal disposable income
Personal net savine
Notes ro Table IX:
(a) The total number of observations (quarters) for the period 1953-58
amounted to 23; and for 2959-60 to 8.
(b) In the case of column (Z), {n a few instances the @st estimates showed
no chance, and the final showed an Increase or decrease, or "Ice versa. These were
not enteied.
(c) 'Larger' in the context of this table refers to relative magnitude irrespective
of sign.
* Not available.
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Despite the prominence of the revisions in the adjusted series
(as measured by the absolute means) the size of a revision
exceeded the final estimate of quarterly change in relatively few
quarters, during the thirty-one quarters being studied, for some
important items: gross national expenditure, gross national
product less farm income, wages and salaries, consumer expenditure and imports. However, for the other components the
revision exceeded the final estimate of quarterly change more
frequently. There were, naturally, fewer quarters in which the
revisions altered the direction of the first estimate of quarterly
change than for the comparisons just made.
The number of times the revisions have not exceeded the h a 1
quarterly changes, and the coincidence of movement of the first
and h a 1 estimates, are, of course, less sigdcant for items that
have moved predolninantly in a particular direction (for
example, gross national expenditure, consumer expenditure and
wages and salaries, the quarter-to-quarter changes of which
have been usually positive during the period) than for items that
have fluctuated in both directions (for example, fixed capital
expenditure, inventories, exports and iniports). On the other
hand, closer inspection of the individual observations detracts
considerably from the signzcance of the divergence as reflected
in Table IX and impounded in the averages of Table VIII. The
figures in Table IX hide the fact, for example, that for a number
of items the instances where the revisions were larger than the
final estimates of quarterly change occurred mainly in one or
two years.' Further, as indicated later in the summary, Tables
VIII and IX feature the revisions in a manner that would be
appropriate if individual quarters were studied in isolation. In
actual practice, users have available a time series of quarterly
estimates, of varying degree of revision, which they study as a
whole in the light of past experience and in conjunction with
other quarterly and monthly data. In this context estimates
which are subject to large revisions are nevertheless useful. Thus
Tables VIII and IX should be considered against the background
of the material presented in Part I1 of this paper.=
It will be seen that the general picture summarized in Table X

' In tlrc period 1953-58, borlr instanrcs rook place in 1954 for the grosrnot~onal
cxpcndtture; all hut 1w3 in I953 and 1954 far consumer expendituru, fixed capml
1q5h
rnr
formxion and ~ersonnldis~os3blein.'ome: 311 bur two
Ln .
1955
. . ~-~
. .. nnd .
-..
--exports, and aUbut three in1953 and 1956 for non-farm unincorporated income.
2 See, in particular, pp. 29-34, and Chart 2.
~

~~~
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TABLE X
Indications of bias in fist estimates of change, adjusted series
(Number of quarters in which first estimate of change was larger
than final estimate of change; and algebraic mean of revisions
of quarterly change)
1959-60

1953-58

umber of ~ i g e b r n i c Algebraic Numbcr of Algebraic Algebraic
quartern
moan
msnn
quarters
mean
mean
frnal
revisions
first
final
revhiom
finf
of
estimate quarterly
estimate quarterly
of
af change change quarterly qfchrnse change quarterly
change
higher than
change hlghcr than
final
('bias')
final
b
i
cstimrto
estimate

Gross national expenditure
Cansumor expcndirurc
Government erpend~lure
Burinur fixed ca ital formation
changes in "on-Purm inventories
Chmges in farm inventories
EXPOI* orgoods and IBTY~ESJ
lmpore of goodn and scrvice3

8
12
9
9
10
I2
11
10

Wag$$ ~ n salaries
d
~ a r p m t i o oprofie
Net m o m * afnon-fnnn wineorparafod business
Accrued nsl farm income
Indirect taxes less subsidies

'?

.......,,,., ,.. .......,.......... .

Gmrr nntianal product l e s
r- i n c ~ m ~
Personal dbporablc insoma
Personal net rnvinr

II
13
11
8
I1
14

290
16

-12
24

3
3

315
248

-24

-52
-31
-12

.. ~
~-~ ~ . ~ ~
(a) In regard to column (I) if should bc noted that thsre were 23 obrcrvatianr (quarten) in

Not available.

is very similar to that of Table IV. The number of times the
first estimate of change was higher than the final estimate of
change was, in most cases, about one-half of the total number
of observations or close to it. Further, the dollar values of the
bias as reflected in the algebraic mean of the revisions was
moderate in size and negative; that is, the first estimates of
change tended to be smaller on average than the final estimates
of change. This was the case in 1959-60 as well as in 1953-58.
Chart 3 shows more clearly the moderate nature of the bias.
Turning now to the revisions in the level of the adjusted
series, it will be seen again that, with some exceptions, in parti-
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cular inventories, the general picture portrayed in Table XI,
below, is similar to the one in Table V.
TABLE XI

Absolute means of revisions ofquarterly level compared with absolute
means offinal estimates ofquarterly level, adjusted series

Abrofura means of:
Final
Revisions Rslative
e~timatu
of
sin
of
quarterly
af
quarterly
l ~ v e l revirion
level

Abrolu,e mnaos of:
Final
Revirions Relative
utimrtc~
of
rLc
of
quarterly
?q
quarterly
levcl
rcvlsron
level

IM

SM

%

SM

SM

(1)

(21

(3)

(1)

(2)

(3)

28,735
Comumcr s x p e n d ~ t ~ r c
18.218
Government expenditure
5,121
Business fixed capital
fonnrtioll
6,012
Changes 1" "an-farm
inventones
356
165
Changes in fa- inventories
Exportr of goods and rervicsr 5 901
Imports of goods and rsrvices 6:802

876
550
175

3.0
3.0
3.4

35 356
221931
6,566

327
248
76

0.9
1.1
1.2

248

4.1

6,793

71

1.O

215
132
50
81

60.4
80-0
0.9
1.2

377
75
6 853
dl46

101
47
59
93

26.8
62.7
0.9
1.1

Wagcs and salaries
14,19?
Corporation profits
Net income of non-farm unin.
corporafed business
1 872
deemed act Cam income
1:255
Indirect fnxu loss subsidies
3,412

49:

27?

I ;5

2,191
1.156
4.349

83
79
76

3.8
6.8
1.7

34.200
24:353
1,422

309
245
267

0.9
1.0
18.8

Grass national expenditure

%

......................................................................................
3;s

53
I SO
56

2.8
12.0
1.6

986
226
376

3.6
1.2
31.6

17.79:

1

......................................................................................

Gross nationrl prodvct lsrs

farm income
Personal disposable income
Personal net srvins

27 480
19:406
1,188

Noref to Table XI,
(a) Thc total number of abscrvations for the period 1953-58 amounted to 24; and for 195940
.-a
L"

0.

( b ) C o l ~ m n(I) r i rimply the rum of tlir. final qulrlerly crlim~lcrdi~rdcdby the xofrl number
of su=nen. ~pnorinr~ l g nColumn 12) ha5 been calcul~lrdby ,ubtrlcrmg t1.e find o t i m ~ l cofcarh
~lulrtcrfrom !he rinl vrumac of lllr >:,me quarter. rummans thcrc dtiTcrcncer. ,gnor:ng sign, nod
d,"idi,,rn
.... --.-k"
.....the
......I,,,.,,
.. nllmhrr
.:..... o<ocl"rrrrr
......
c) As m the preccd~ngtablesthe d ~ l l u figurer
c
are at 'annual rat&, h t is, the quarterly valuer
rnul~ip1idby 4.

N o t available.

It should, perhaps, not occasion surprise that the relative
size of the revisions in level of the adjusted series appears, in
many instances, similar to that of the unadjusted series, even
though it is visibly different for corresponding comparisons of
quarterly changes, in view of the fact that revisions that represent a small proportion of the quarterly levels are of much
greater relative importance in the quarterly changes. The greater
prominence of the negative biases of the first estimates of level
than in the first estimates of change, already commented on in
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the discussion of the unadjusted series, is indicated again in
Table XII.
TABLE XI1
Indications of bias in first estimates of quarterly level, adjusted series
1953-58

Item

1959-60

Number of
quarters in Algebraic
which first mean of
estimate of revision
quarterly level
higher than
final estimate

Gross national expenditure
Consumer expenditure
Government expenditure
Business fixed capital formation
Changes in non-farm inventories
Changes in farm inventories
Exports of goods and services
Imports of goods and services

Number of
quarters in
which first
estimate of

Algebraic
mean of
revlsion
of first
estimates
of level

0
0
5
5
8
12
10

4

-876
-550
-165
-186
-61
-28
-22
-55

2
1
3
5
0
5
1
1

-301
-238
-62
16
-101
16
-58
-84

0

-495

7

231

Waaes and salaries
Co$oration profits
Net income of non-farm unincoroorated business
A C C N ~net
~ farm income
Indirect taxes less subsidies

t

*

1
15
2

-51
110
-50

0
3
1

-83
-11
-70

Gross national product less
farm income
Personal disposable income
Personal net saving

0
6
21

-986
-195
357

1
3
5

-292
-78
161

*

t

Notes lo Table XII:
(a) The total number of observations for the period 1953-58 amounted to 24;
and for 1959-60 to 8.
(b) 'Higher' in the context of this table refers to relative magnitude taking
sign lnto account.
* Not available.

Summary and further comment - adjusted series
For most components the revisions of quarterly change in the
adjusted series represented a sizeable percentage, on average, of
the final estimates of quarterly change, and in a number of cases
a very large percentage. Nevertheless, the record of performance
of the adjusted series has been impressive for a number of
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items: only once during the thirty-one quarters studied did the
first estimate of change of the gross national expenditure, gross
national product less farm income, and wages and salaries record
the wrong direction of movement; and only twice was the revision in them larger than the final estimate of change. The first
estimates of the strongly fluctuating series of non-farm inventory
change showed a faulty direction only twice, although the revisions were larger than the final estimates of change in seven out
of the thirty-one quarters. The first estimates of consumer
expenditure missed the direction of change three times during
the period, and the revision was larger than the change six times.
The record of the first estimates of imports has been similar
to that of consumer expenditure, although that of exports
rather poorer. However, the first estimates of most of the other
components studied, in particular changes in farm inventories,
net income of non-farm unincorporated business, accrued net
farm income, personal disposable income and personal saving
were markedly poorer by the tests used in Table IX. For most
components the tendency of the first estimates to understate the
change was moderate on average, and less pronounced than
their tendency to understate the level.
While the figures of the tables in Part I11 are of considerable
interest and significa~~ce,
they suffer from two limitations which
hear the emphasis of repetition. The first arises from the nature
of the averaging process and can only be overcome, in part at
least, by study of the individual observations such as shown in
the charts, especially Chart 2. To illustrate, examination of
Chart 2 clearly shows that the divergences between the first and
final estimates of business fixed capital formation were concentrated mainly in the earlier years of the period studied (especially
1953 and 1954) and that subsequently the performance of the
first estimates was much better. This, of course, puts the
averages of Tables VIII and IX in a rather different light.
Similarly, Chart 2 shows that the performance of the first
estimates of government expenditure was much better since
1957 (when a special timing adjustment was introduced to the
previous estimates) than in the preceding period.
The second limitation arises from a more fundamental consideration involving an appraisal of the way in which the
quarterlies are usually used in analysis. It is more difficult to
deal with this limitation quantitatively because the necessary
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CHART 3
REVISIONS 1N QUARTER-TO-QUARTER CHANGES IN GN.E.,G.N.P.AND SELECTED
COMPONENTS. SEASONALLY ADJUSTED fiN0 AT ANNUAL RATES
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evidence is not of a type that can be marshalled readily in
statistical or graphical form. The summary measures of Tables
VIII and M are rather restrictive in that they treat each quarter
as a discrete and isolated event. In actual practice analysts do
not, of course, examine single quarters in isolation, but rather
in perspective of emerging trends and patterns and inconjunction
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with a great deal of other information. An invisible yet real and
extremely vital dimension enters into this process of continuous
reconciliation and cross-checking of current data within an
integrated scheme; and in this process some of the imperfections
of the statistics tend to get dissolved, as it were. Thus it will be
recalled that the revisions have not changed the general tone
CHART 3 -Continued
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CHART 3 -Concluded
REVISIONS I N OUARTER-TO-QUARTER CHANGES IN G N E ,GN P.ANO SELECTED
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of the summary reviews that appeared in the introductory
portion of the publications of the quarterly accounts from 1953
to 1960, or the broad picture that they presented.
By the same token, a comparison of Tables VIII and M with
Tables I1 and I11 of the Appendix (which shows corresponding
figures for the annual estimates) will indicate that, in general,
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the annual revisions of change were much less prominent than
the corresponding quarterly revisions. However, in the words of
one experienced user, 'This in no way suggests that it is preferable to use annual and not quarterly data. The analyst is
frequently less concerned with the precise measurement of
change in any particular quarter, or in any particular component, than with the whole sequence and pattern of quarterlies:
(a) the magnitude of expansion from trough to peak, or from
peak to peak; (b) the tendency for the increments in final
demand to slow up as the economy approaches the peak; (c)
the shifts in the relative composition of demand over the course
of the cycle (with weaknesses in inventories and capital investment tending to occur in the downward phase of the cycle,
and offsets occurring elsewhere in the system); and (d) the
changing composition of the income flows, and the phasing in
and out of the built-in stabilizers as they relate to incomes and
profits. This information is blurred and hidden in the annual
averages. It is revealed more clea~lyin the seasonally adjusted
quarterlies despite a lower order of statistical accuracy.'
Finally, it should be noted that the preceding description of
the revisions is incomplete. In particular, their seasonal characteristics are not dealt with, mainly for reasons of time. Another
omission of considerable interest is the question of what the
characteristics of the revisions have been at cyclical turningpoints. A quick visual pemsal of the data for a number of components suggests that their characteristics during cyclical
turning-points were not signscantly different from those during
other quarters, but it was not possible to make a detailed analysis for this paper.
GOLDBERG, A D L E R , R A N D A L L AWD S U N G A

P A R T IV
SOURCES O F REVISIONS A N D F U R T H E R COMMENT
O N CHARACTER OF ESTIMATES

Introduction
It would have been of considerable interest to isolate the
contribution of the revisions in the unadjusted series to those of
the adjusted series from other causes contributing to the latter.
The action called for to strengthen the unadjusted series (for
example, new surveys and more reliable projectors) is different,
I.W. XI--F
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and more subject to control, than that required to improve
seasonal adjustment factors. The overriding need for adjusting
the data for seasonal variation is inescapable. However, the
limitations still inherent in conventional seasonal adjustment
procedures, notwithstanding the substantial progress of recent
years, and the ensuing degree of approximation necessarily
built into the estimates, in particular for the most recent
quarters, could only be reduced by sustained research of a fundamental nature.=
Revisions in the unadjusted series frequently affect the seasonal factors; the latter are also influenced by the appearance
of new current information as well as by changes in the technique of seasonal adjustment. Thus even if the basic worksheets
had been maintained in such a manner as to facilitate this,
which unfortunately has not been the case, it would have been
extremely difficult to disentangle the impact of the revisions in
the unadjusted series from the other causes of the revisions of the
adjusted series, in any precise way.
The present review, accordingly, deals mainly with the major
causes of the revisions in the unadjusted series as revealed by a
careful scrutiny of the worksheets. This review, which is also
designed to shed further light on the character of the quarterly
estimates, is preceded by a brief outline of certain aspects of the
seasonal adjustment practice having a bearing on the revisions
in the adjusted series.
Seasonal adjustment practice having a bearing on revisions in the
adjusted series
On the basis of experience in preparing the quarterly estimates it is possible to list certain practices which are known to
have been of importance, to a greater or lesser extent, in the
revisions of the adjusted series over the period from 1953 to
1960, aside from the iduence of the revisions in the unadjusted
series :
(1) The appearance of new successive quarterly estimates
alone have had a strong intluence on the pattern of quarter-toquarter change and level in past periods, and therefore on the
revisions, as already mentioned. It has happened that, with the
1 See Measuring Emp/oyinent and Unem~loyment,President's Committee to
Appraise En~ploymentand Unemployment Statistics (Washington, D.C., U.S.A.),
1962, especially pp. 184-9.
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addition of later observations, a movement in the unadjusted
series which was treated initially as an irregular factor has been
established as having been the be,hniug of a change in the
seasonal pattern. Alternatively, on occasion, the current estimate of the seasonal/irregular factor, which is based on a projection of the trendlcycle, may be revised later when the latter
is recalculated when actual figures become available, causing,
in turn, some revision in the estimate of the seasonal factor.
(2) The determination of the seasonal factor is influenced, in
a degree, by professional judgement. It is likely that this fact
has contributed to revisions, either because of changes in
personnel between the first and h a 1 estimate, or because it was
considered desirable, occasionally, to change the estimate of
the seasonal factor in a series, within a narrow band of acceptable alternatives.
(3) In addition to the above, part of the revisions have been
due to changes in the level of detail at wluch the seasonal
adjustment has been undertaken in the final estimates. The
seasonal factor for any composite series will vary depending
upon whether the adjustment is carried out at an aggregative
or detailed level, due to weight shifts and the extent to which
irregular movements of the components offset each other at the
aggregate level. In certain cases the seasonal adjustment in the
h a 1 estimates was carried out at a different level of detail than
in the first estimate. Examples include consumer and government expenditure. A similar-type revision has resulted from a
change in the time period for which the seasonal adjustment was
done; the seasonal factor for the same series will vary depending
on whether the adjustment is the result of the sum of three
separate monthly adjustments or one quarterly adjustment. This
type of switch has had some effect on the labour income estimates.
(4) In contrast with the above, the underlying technique of
seasonal adjustment employed is likely to have had only a
minor effect on the revisions, simply because essentially the same
approach has been used throughout the period under consideration. This will be evident from the following brief historical
description:
The figures that appeared in the &st publication of the
quarterly accounts were adjusted for seasonal variation
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manually.1 In essence this approach tended towards allowing the seasonal factor to be iduenced by the last three
available deviations of the seasonal/irregular component for
any one quarter, but particularly by the deviation for the
current quarter. The method tried to discriminate between
'high' and 'low' irregular series, using a less flexible curve for
the former. For example, in a series such as exports, in which
irregular factors are high, the last available deviation would
be given less weight for fear that it is more likely to be an
irregular movement than a seasonal movement.
At the time of the historical revisions of the quarterly
national accounts from 1947 to 19572 the electronic computer
was used to carry out the seasonal adjustment (US. Census
Method 11). However, because of the basic similarities
between the manual and machine methods, and because of the
considerable adjustment by hand of the machine results, it
is felt that conversion to the machine method is responsible
for a small fraction only of the difference between the first
and h a 1 estimates of the seasonal factors for the years
1953-58.
Inasmuch as a manual adjustment had to be prepared on
an up-to-date basis to check the validity of projected factors
produced by the machine runs, it evolved that by the lirst
quarter of 1959 the machine method had been almost entirely
discontinued in favour of a manual adjustment for most
components. Thus the first and final estimates of seasonal
factors in the period 195960 were the result of essentially the
same seasonal technique.
(5) Two points of special interest warrant mention in concluding these comments. The lirst, affecting a limited number of
series, may be illustrated by the quantitatively unimportant
series of military pay and allowance; the k s t estimates were
thought not to be subject to seasonal influences, but additional
data in later years indicated that this was not so and in the final
estimates some variation in seasonal factors was introduced.
The second point concerns the change in the method of season-

13-511 (Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Oitawa, 19%).
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ally adjusting direct taxes levied on persons and hence has
affected the estimates of personal disposable income and personal saving. Because of breaks in this series created by changes
in tax legislation, the iirst estimate of the fiscal year average was
treated as representing the treud/cycle component of the series.
The seasonal/irregular factor was derived from this, thus ignoring the element of growth within the year. In the final estimates
the growth factor was considered to be much more important
than had been originally recognized and a switch was made to
the regular method of seasonal adjustment. This switch had the
effect of changing the estimate of the seasonal factor between
the iirst and final figures.
It will be clear that the revisions due to points (1) and (2)
above are likely to persist and reductions in the size of the
revision in seasonal factors will result from the non-repetitive
nature of points (3) to (5).
GOLDBERG, ADLER, RANDALL A N D S U N G A

Sources of revisions in the unadjusted series
The factors responsible for revisions in the unadjusted data
are also numerous, varied, complex and, in a degree, intangible.'
An incomplete list would include: new series representing transactions not covered before; changes in methods of estimation
either because new information has become available or because
procedures have been devised which are, or are believed to be,
superior; revisions in primary source information, quarterly as
well as annual; new census benchmarks employed directly in
the accounts, or indirectly when, for example, sample surveys
are used and the new census statistics provide a more up-to-date
frame, as in the case of retail sales; changes in concepts. Furthermore, purely subjective factors cannot be disregarded entirely,
even though they are less important than in the case of seasonally adjusted data.
These various factors interact and it is extremely difficult to
disentangle them, particularly when the basic records have not
been designed with this in mind. It will be clear, further, that
it is much more difficult to pinpoint exact causes of revision in
the quarter-to-quarter chailges than of revision in quarterly
level; the latter give rise to the former, but in a somewhat unpredictable way.
'It will, of course, be clear that the revisions in the annual estimates are
reflected in those of the quarterlies.
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Accordingly, the following narrative of the sources of revisions is rather elliptical and undoubtedly an oversimplijication,
even though it is based on a detailed study of the worksheets. An
attempt was made to convey a general impression of the character of the estimates; and to distinguish between repetitive
sources of revisions, that is to say, revisions resulting from
changes made to the regular flow of information as it was
available at the time the k s t estimates were made; from nonrepetitive sources, that is to say, changes in methods, concept
and classiCdcation and the introduction of new series which,
once having been built lnto the estimates, will not cause revision
in the future.l
For reasons of space the review is confined to four components
on the expenditure side: consumer expenditure, government
expenditure, h e d capital expenditure, non-farm inventories;
and three components on the income side: wages and salaries,
corporation profits, and net non-farm unincorporated income.
The revisions in the aggregate gross national expenditure or
product, being the net result of the revisions in the constituent
components, are not included in the present narrative.=

Consumer expenditure3
This component is the most important one in terms of relative
size, representing roughly some two-thirds of aggregate gross
national expenditure. It is composed of two major parts which
are estimated independently: expenditure on goods and expenditure on services. The former is based on monthly retail sales
figures, adjusted to exclude certain items such as business
purchases at retail and the transfer value of sales of second-hand
merchandise; and to include items such as goods purchased
through non-retail outlets and the value of goods received in
l T h e ~ care non-repcritivc, thcn, so long as the present concrprual and
nte~hodologic~l
practices and range of a\ailablc inlormalion remdin unchanged.
9 Because of thc diK~cultiesin measuring net f3rm income in n meaningful
wav. the aacreoite of rross national nroducl exclud~ncf3rm income is freuuentlv
refiired to% h e ~uhiishedcommeniarv. I t is. therefzre, of interest t o ndte t h i t
the r c l ~ t i v e s ~ 7 e o frcvijiun
ih~
ofthclartir uasgrctlrr (in burl1 levelandchangcin
1953-8 :!nd in ch3ngc only in 1959.60) than rhar of the rolnl gross natlon31 product. 'The rcnron~for- this
~- is
- -that the first est!mntes ofchancc and levcl of net i ~ r n l
income were too high. on average. in~1953-8. in contrascwith most other components, the first esamates of wliich were too'low; the opposite was the case, on
average, in 1959-60. In either situation the farm income figures served to reduce
the revision in the aggregate gross national product.
3 The nnblished title of this comaonent is 'Personal exnenditnre on consumer
goods and services',
~

~~~~~

~
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kind. Estimates of expenditure on services are made, in general,
by projecting annual data on the basis of extrapolating series
which in certain cases are considered to be fairly reliable, and in
others are based on assumptions of a rather tenuous natnre.1
It will be recalled that the level of the first estimates of total
consumer expenditure was consistently too low, by a considerable amount from 1953 to 1958, and by a smaller amount
in the period 1959-60.
The understatement in the total for the period 1953-58 was
the net result of substantial underestimation in the first estimates
of expenditure on services offset, to some extent, by overstatement in the estimates of expenditure on goods. What were
the factors responsible for the understatement in the fast estimates of services? In part, they were due to certain changes in
concept, method and classi6cation. Major illustrations are: (a)
the addition (in the final estimates) of new series, for example,
personal payments of stock and bond commissions; (b) a change
in the method of estimating gross rent which resulted in sizeable
upward revision; (c) the transfer of the service portion of meals
and beverages consumed on-premises to services; formerly it
was included with goods. This transfer, incidentally, is also
responsible for the major portion of the overstatement in the
first estimates of goods.
The revisions just mentioned are non-repetitive and, having
been introduced prior to 1959, the revisions from 1959 on may
be expected to be smaller on that account. As a matter of fact,
the revisions in 1959 and 1960 are smaller, and while this reflects,
in part at least, the factors just mentioned, it is undoubtedly also
due to the incomplete nature of the round of revisions for these
two years.
The remaining revisions in level of the first estimates in these
two years, as well as in the preceding period, may be attributed
to certain factors of a rather repetitive natnre and are, therefore,
expected to continue to cause revisions in the future: (a) those
due to later and more complete sample survey material, which
in the case of expenditure on goods have arisen mainly from the
incorporation, regularly, of the results of a more comprehensive
annual retail sales survey; and, in the case of expenditure on
For a more detailed description see National Accounts Income and Expenditure, Catalogue No. 13-519 (Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa, 1962),
pp. 90-92.
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services have arisen from numerous annual reports covering
hospitals, schools, transportation and so on; (b) those due to
occasional adjustments based on related information which are
made in either the first or final estimates, but not in both; and
(c) of relevance only for the years 1953-58, those due to incorporation of decennial benchmark material.
The above examples will serve to illustrate the nature of the
factors responsible for revisions of the estimates of average
quarterly level; they have been generated, in the main, by attempts to improve and bring up to date the annual data. The
question arises: What were the factors responsible for the
revisions in the figures of quarterly clzarzge of consumer expenditure? There are two main factors: fist, changes in method of
estimation directly affecting the quarterly distribution of the
annual series (which are independent of revisions in the average
quarterly level - to illustrate, a new method of calculating sales
of passenger cars to business resulted in changes of the seasonal
pattern of car sales to consumers); secondly, revisions in the
level of the quarterly figures caused by factors such as those mentioned above. However, the extent to which the latter give rise to
revisions in quarterly change is somewhat unpredictable, depending, as it does, on their impact on the relative importance of the
various constituent series having different irregular, seasonal
and cyclical characteristics, that is to say, the extent to which
they affect the weighting pattern of such component series.
Before turning to government expenditure it should be noted
that revisions may continue to be expected in the future in the
estimates of consumer expenditure, for a time probably larger
than those shown for the years 1959-60 if certain improvements
are undertaken. These would include the strengthening of the
sampling procedures used in the retail sales surveys; the extension of coverage of surveys to include certain new sales outlets;
more precise information on business purchases from retail
outlets; improvements contemplated in housing statistics affecting the gross rents estimates; improvements in the procedures
used for estimating net new births of stores; and strengthening
the portion of the estimates of services which at present is based
on tenuous assumptions. As important as the improvement of
the aggregate estimates is the provision of greater detail. This
may be accomplished through the application of variants of the
so-called 'commodity-flow' method, originally developed by
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Simon ICuznets, but in the process of developing more detail the
aggregates, too, may be affected and hence revisions will take
place.
GOLDBERG, ADLER, RANDALL A N D SUNGA

Government expenditure

The estimates of 'Government expenditure on goods and
services' have been regarded, generally, as one of the more
reliable series in the accounts. It will, therefore, occasion considerable surprise to note the very large size of the revisions and,
in particular, the frequency with which the direction of the first
estimates of quarter-to-quarter change does not coincide with
that of the final estimates; and the frequency with which the
revisions were larger than the quarterly change. It will be seen
from what follows that for the years 1953-58 a major factor responsible for this situation is a special 'ti~ningadjustment' that
was introduced early in 1957 so that all first estimates prior to
the fourth quarter of 1956 have excluded this adjustment, but
the final data for the whole period 1953-58 have included it. The
need for this adjustment, and its approximate nature, are illustrative of the fact that, even though data may be available from
regular sources, diaculties arise if they are designed for purposes
other than the requirements of the accounts.
The revision in the average level of government expenditure
resulted, in part, from the combined intluence of changes in
concept and methods of estimation; in part they have resulted
from the fact that the first estimates have had to be based on
inadequate information and tenuous assumptions. The latter
factors are still at play, but the former are non-repetitive.1
The level of the 6rst estimates of federal government expenditureduring theperiod 1953-58 has beenraised;incorporated
in the final estimates published in 1959 are an imputation of
rental on government buildings and certain payments to the
superannuation funds which had previously been excluded.
These amounts were, however, offset in part by certain exclusions that need not be specitied here.
As far as provincial government expenditure is concerned
the first estimates for the first quarter of each year are very rough,
as only a few of the (ten) provinces have been providing the
information early enough to be used as the basis of estimation
'It should perhaps be ~ndicatedthat in Canada there are three separate
governmental jurisdictions: federal, provinc~aland municipal.
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for that quarter. Furthermore, one large province has not been
submitting complete quarterly returns. When it comes to municipal expenditures on goods and services, no quarterly information at all is available and the annual figures are simply projected
quarterly on the basis of the movements of the provincial figures.
The quarterly survey of municipal revenue and expenditure
which has been instituted recently will go some distance to
improving the basis of these estimates.
The factors just mentioned, together with the fact that the
item of government expenditure on goods and services is estimated residually, that is by subtracting transfer payments and
a number of other items from a larger total, are believed to
have contributed about one-half to the revisions in quarter-toquarter change. The other half is due to the inclusion of the
timing adjustment, to convert expenditures on durable assets
by governments at all levels from a cash to a 'work put in place'
basis. However, this adjustment itself is amended in varying
degree when the annual information becomes available. In addition, a new (non-repetitive) factor became operative for the
years since 1958 when some government agencies, whose
expenditures since 1958 became large, were excluded from the
government sector as government business enterprises. Thus
while the revisions in level and quarter-to-quarter change for
the two years 1959 and 1960 are smaller than those for the
preceding period, they have remained, nevertheless, significant.
It is likely that revisions of the order shown for the years
1959 and 1960 will persist in the future, and may even be larger
as actions already taken, or contemplated, come to fruition and
are incorporated into future estimates. It is hoped, however,
that it will be possible to pinpoint the direction of change more
precisely than in the past. The largest revisions will probably be
associated with the incorporation of data from the quarterly
survey of municipal expenditures, thus replacing the present
practice of projecting forecasted annual figure of municipal
expenditures on the pattern of provincial spending. At the
provincial level, the tendency toward closer co-operation in
statistical matters between the federal government and the
provinces may be expected to result in r n o i cornplcte reporting
of quarterly expenditure data, although d8iculries associated
wit6 providing*a reliable fist estimate in time for the first
quarter might be harder to solve. The introduction of the
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'timing adjustment' has already resulted in a s i m c a n t improvement, but the underlying data used in its construction are
rather weak. It would, of course, be desirable to collect the
expenditure data directly on an accrual basis, but the difficulties
involved at present seem to be rather overwhelming.
Business gross$xed capital formation
Total business gross fsed capital formation is composed of
three components, published separately - residential construction, non-residential construction, and machinery and equipment. Non-residential construction and machinery and equipment are discussed first. These components represent the most
important instances where the quarterly movements are based
entirely on related projectors rather than on survey data. The
projectors, which are based on a wide and fairly reliable range
of monthly statistical information,l are applied to annual
estimates based on annual surveys of capital expenditure which
have been conducted regularly since 1947.
For a number of years ambivalence has prevailed regarding
the advisability of initiating quarterly surveys of capital expenditures. Comparisons of data secured from the annual
surveys, with estimates for the year based on the projectors used
in the quarterly accounts, yielded results which have engendered
a feeling that quarterly surveys of capital spending, which would
be costly, would not necessarily produce more reliable overall
figures than those already available.
TABLE XI11
Absolrcte and algebraic mean revisions in qriarferly level and change,
unadjrtsted series
Change

Level

Abwluto A~BB-Ab5oluto Algebraic
braic
6M (1) IM
Tatolfixdcrpitul
264 (4.4) -175
(1) Residential
67 (4.7) -1
(2) Non-residentirl 110 (4.8) -60
(3) Machinery
143 (6.2) -114
Sub-fotal(2) +(3)
239 (5.2) -174

SM
154
50
75
116
153

(1) SM
(18.9) -32
(18.5)
1
(14.9) -27
(33.8) -6
(22.5) -33

Level

Change

Absolute Algebraic

Absolute Algf
brae

SM
99
65
60
93
110

SM
101
68
49
78
108

(1)
SM
(1.4) -30
1
(4.1)
(2.3)
52
(3.5) -83
(2.1) -31

(1)
$M
(9.9) - 1
(24.7) -12
(7.3) 29
(19.6) -18
(10.2) I1

(I) Rcvision as per cent of final level or change, that is, 'relative sire of revision'.
1 Non-residential construction estimates are projected on combmed weighted
indexes of construction employment, hours worked, hourly earnings and building
material prices. Separate indexes are prepared, in general, for four main types of
works: building, engineering, highway and railway construction. Machinery
estimates are projected on the basis of a flow study of producers' durables,
taking into account domestic shipments, imports, exports and mark-ups.
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The revisions of the &st estimates are summarized above
for the components that are published separately.
It will be clear from what we have said above that the revisions in non-residential construction and machinery and
equipment are the net result of revisions in (a) the annual data
and (b) the projectors. The former may be regarded as a repetitive source of revision.
Combing through the revisions caused by other than annual
benchmarks an attempt was made to separate repetitive from
non-repetitive factors. In regard to the estimates of non-residential construction, separate projectors for buildings and for
engineering structures were introduced in 1956; later, allowance
was made for the increasing importance of pipeline construction
and oil-well drilling as these components assumed greater relative importance. While this type of methodological change
amended the average levels of the estimates, it affected particularly the quarterly movements, as the diierent types of construction and engineering work have individual seasonal
patterns. These changes, which were introduced prior to 1959,
are non-repetitive; they partly explain the smaller revisions in
the 1959-60 period. It should be noted, however, that the small
size of revisions in this period is heavily influenced by the fact
that almost no adjustment was necessary to bring the first
quarterly estimates into line with the final annual survey data.
It is not quite as easy to generalize regarding changes in
method of estimation of machinery and equipment. Aside from
the repetitive revisions to annual survey data and the incorporation of more complete and later data into the quarterly projectors, a variety of refinements have been incorporated. Some of
these are non-repetitive. During the period 1953-58 refinements
of the import and export data were made to reflect more
accurately flows of producers' durables, and a commodity-flow
study of domestic shipments was prepared to determine more
accurately the output of producers' durables in certain industries; a new method of estimating passenger-car sales for
business use was introduced. The fact that the revisions in this
component in 1959 and 1960 are, on average, smaller than for
the earlier period is again partly a consequence of the nonrecurring nature of such revisions.
Despite the sustained efforts to improve the estimates of nonresidential construction and machinery and equipment, basic
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weaknesses remain in the present techniques. These weaknesses
result from the difficulties of (a) allowing for changes in profits
and productivity, particularly in non-residential construction
where the price for a large part of the work is determined after
competitive bidding; (b) allowing for changes in inventory and
mark-ups in the flow of machinery and equipment; and (c)
separating public and private investment when the projectors
can only be used to give an overall figure. To overcome such
difficulties a rather ambitious programme of quarterly surveys
(coupled with detailed investigations of methods of accounting
used by firms in order to develop realistic factors to convert the
data to a 'work put in place' basis) would probably have to be
undertaken. However, for reasons already indicated, such a
programme would have to be justified on other grounds
as well as serving the needs of the quarterly national
accounts.
Residential construction, to which we now turn, represents
an area in which it is extremely difficult to collect expenditure
data because of the multiplicity of contractors who do not
maintain adequate accounting records and the varied time
periods per unit of construction. At the present time, the estimates are based essentially 011a survey of starts and completions
of dwelling units, cost data derived from administrative sources
(supplemented by a special one-time survey) and rather inadequate data on wage rates in construction and prices of residential
building materials. The revisions have arisen in the past partly
because of the introduction at the year-end of more complete
data on type of housing and number of units under construction,
and partly because of an attempt to improve estimates through
a process of progressive approximations based on new methods
and statistical series.
Some of the changes which have given rise to a non-recurring
type of revision are outlined below. In 1957 an adjustment was
made to prior years' figures when the base of capital spending
on housing was extended to include such supplementary costs
as legal and architectural fees, and incinerators, elevators and
ventilation equipment; at the same time, revisions were made on
the basis of a one-time survey on unit construction costs. The
initial estimates of housing starts in the early years of the period
under study were badly underestimated and a large part of the
revision in this period is a correction of this underestimation.
GOLDBERG, ADLER, RANDALL A N D S U N G A
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These revisions had their main impact on the average level of the
series, although they caused some revisions in the quarter-toquarter changes also, particularly between the fourth and first
quarters of successive years. However, the major part of the
revision in the quarter-to-quarter changes occurred because of
a basic incompatability between the method of initially calculating quarterly estimates and the final quarterly distribution
made at the time that annual estimates were made, an incompatability which has since been removed.
The above comments would suggest some reduction in the
size of revision in 1959-60; however, the table above does not
bear this out. The explanation for this is that the incompatability noted above, which was becoming progressively more
s i m c a n t , was not eliminated until 1961; and further, large
adjustments were made to the first estimates of 1959, as a result
of some changes in survey techniques.
Basic improvements are clearly needed in this area of statistics. A programme for such improvements has been prepared
and includes such features as the strengthening of coverage of
building permit data and the selection from this of a probability
sample to yield ratios of starts to building-permit material. This
would allow an estimate of starts to be based on building-permit
data rather than the present imperfect attempt at full euumeration of starts. The resultant savings could be applied to the
collection of data on stage of construction, value of work put in
place at various stages of construction, an investigation to determine the cost of apartment construction, and analysis of the
relationship between building-permit data and starts. It is hoped
to implement this programme (which should also attempt to
strengthen the wage-rate data and reduce the deficiencies arising
from the assumption of constant productivity now implied in the
procedures used) in the years ahead.
Change iil nonzfarm iizventories
The inventory figures included in the national accounts are,
of course, the change in level of stocks between two particular
points of time. Small revisions in the level may, therefore, lead
to large revisions in the change, available sample surveys and
blow-up techniques in this field having been designed to render
accurate the data in level rather than in change. Another factor,
not unique to inventories, is the fact that many businesses,
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particularly in retail and wholesale trade, do not maintain
monthly or quarterly records on inventories.
The revisions to both the level of inventory change and to the
rate of change are substantially smaller in 1959-60 than in
1953-58. Part of the explanation for this rests on the fact that the
later estimates are not yet iinal and will undoubtedly undergo
further revision, e.g. in manufacturing the 1960 census of manufacturers' results has yet to be incorporated. However, in spite
of this, it appears likely that the final figures for 1959-60 will
have been subject, on average, to smaller revisions than the
earlier period, given the present source material and statistical
procedures.
The evidence points to the fact that the revisions in the unadjusted data were due in the main to statistical changes brought
about by the availability of later and more complete data. These
revisions were concentrated in the estimates of the level of book
value of inventories themselves, and were apparent only to a
lesser extent in the related material which is used to convert
book values to a value of physical change basis. The absolute
mean revision of inventory change in the period 1953 to 1958
due to book-value revision was about three times greater than
that due to converting the book-value figures to a value of
physical change basis; this reflects mainly the fact that only
minor revisions took place in price series related to inventories, and the lack of any new information concerning business methods of inventory accounting or turnover
periods.
About 75 per cent of the book value of inventories is based
on surveys in the current period. The &st estimates of manufacturing inventories are rev~sedfor late returns, and again for
changes in the sample due to births, deaths and reclassi6cation
of establishments to other manufacturing groups. Revision also
takes place when census data become available for the previous
year and the k a l revision is made when census data are available for the year of the estimate itself. It has proved impossible
to generalize about the effect of these - generally repetitive revisions on the change in book value because of their volatility
and irregularity. In the wholesale and retail trades, where the
basic statistics are particularly difficult to collect, repetitive-type
revisions occurred during the period 1953-58 due to theintroduction of decennial census data and of annual sample survey data.
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Later and more complete annual data have also accounted for
a large part of the revisions in the other industries where inventories are generally less important quantitatively.
Aside from the repetitive revisions just mentioned, a continuing effort to improve inventory statistics has resulted in
changes in methodology, concepts or correction of errors. For
example, prior to December 1955 the manufacturing-inventory
estimates were published in index number form only. Since then
the coverage of surveyed firms became sufficiently reliable to
publish 'blown-up' estimates of the universe in current dollars.
In wholesale trade, changes in coverage were also introduced,
and the final figures contained estimates for agents and brokers
and manufacturers' sales branches which were not covered in the
lkst estimates for 1953 and 1954. In addition, and possibly due
to the fact that inventories are regarded to some extent as being
a residual item, on two occasions large and somewhat arbitrary
adjustments were made in the first estimate of inventory change
during the period 1953 to 1958 which were subsequently removed.
In general, the revisions due to converting the book-value
data to a value of physical change basis can be attributed to
improvements in methods of deflation. Examples include the
calculation of a weighted price index of appropriate commodities for the deflation of 'Other Retail Stores' group, instead of
a single, rather inappropriate, index of farm-equipment prices
employed previously; and the expansion, between the lkst and
final estimates, of the level of detail at which wholesalers' inventories were converted from a book value to a value of
physical change basis.
Plans for improvement of inventory statistics in the future
should include: (a) development of sample surveys designed to
yield accurate data of change, (b) the establishment of adequate
benchmark figures in the mining, forestry and construction
industries, (c) the collection of franchised dealers' stocks of
automobiles direct from manufacturers, and (d) an up-to-date
survey of inventory-accountingmethods in various industries.
Labour income
Labour income is the largest single component on the income
side of the accounts, representing some 50 per cent of gross
national product. Estimates of wages and salaries are prepared
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monthly for the various industrial groups,l while supplementary
labour income is prepared for all industrial groups combined.
The general method is to distribute the estimated annual totals
on the basis of related monthly indicators. In a recent year, for
which no independent total is yet available, the first estimates
are obtained by using the monthly indicators to project the
monthly data of the last year for which such a total is available.
The quarterly estimates are simply the sum of the three relevant
monthly estimates.
The greater part of the monthly income estimates is based on
projections using monthly payroll indexes which, in tunl, are
based on a monthly survey of establishments employing Hteen
or more people. In industries such as agriculture and some of
the services for which there are no monthly payroll indexes it is
necessary to rely on estimated data on weekly earnings and the
number of paid workers. In a few quantitatively unimportant
cases the estimates are based onindicators of doubtful reliability .2
In the period 1953 to 1958 the largest single cause of revision
of the level of the estimates resulted from the incorporation of
decennial census benchmarlcs. Naturally these revisions had a
much larger impact on a variety of industries in the finance and
service groups, where inadequate, or no, annual or quarterly
projectors are available, than on industries, such as manufacturing, where comprehensive annual data and reliable payroll
indexes prevent serious straying from levels. On average, about
one-quarter of the revisions in level may be attributed to factors
of a non-repetitive nature. For example, the first estimates of
industrial pension and welfare payments, included in supplementary labour income, were made by projecting, on the basis
of wages and salaries, figures secured from a one-time survey
for the year 1944. Subsequently, taxation data became available
regularly from the Department of National Revenue, and these
statistics, included in the final estimates, were higher. Similarly,
a special study undertaken in 1958 revealed that some of the
assumptions built into the first estimates of labour income in
construction were erroneous and the correction resulted in an
upward revision.
'Separate estimates are prepared for fifteen industrial groups of the Standard
Industrial Classification.
a For a more complete description of sources and methods of estimation see
Labour I ~ c o m e 1926-1958,
,
Catalogue No. 72-502 Oormin~onBureau of Statistics, Ottawa, 1960), pp. 33-45.
I.W. XI-G
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As in other series, the revisions in level have usually influenced the quarter-to-quarter changes. Apart from this, the
revisions in quarter-to-quarter change were caused by other
factors, some of which are not expected to be repetitive. The
mostimportant of this latter is the fact thatthe first estimates were
prepared, for each industry, for Canada as a whole, while the
figures incorporated in the lkal estimates were carried out, by
industry, separately for each province. This change in procedure,
together with a related amendment in the projectors used in
estimating labour income in construction, had a much greater
impact on the revisions in change than in level.
The uncertain relationship between revisions in level and in
change already referred to in the discussion of consumer expenditure is illustrated in the following table, using figures for
the years 1953-58. It will be seen that large revisions in the means
of the estimates of quarterly level are quite compatible with
relatively small revisions in the change and vice versa:
TABLE XIV
Absolute means of revisions in level and elrange, components of
labour income, 1953-58

Absolute means
in 8M

change
.

Re!sion
m
level

31
46
85

29
32
58

-40
-78

113
47
230
108
103

11
8
20
21
8

-113
-46
-230
108
-103

Revision
in
level
Primary industries
Manufacturing
Construction
Trans~ortation,communication,
utiltties and storage
Wholesale and retail trade
Finance
and
service
~-~~~~~~
-~~~
Public administration
Su~plementary
labour income
..
~

~

~

~~

Reyision

Algebraic means
in FM

11)

1

Revision
in
change
-1
-6
-2

-1
-1

-5

0

1

Reflecting in part the non-repetitive factors referred to above,
the revisions in 1959-60 were considerably smaller. While the
figures for these years are still subject to regular annual revisions,
past experience suggests that they will not be large, but, on the
other hand, incorporation of the statistics from the 1961 Census
when they are availablemay again cause large revisions. Although
the revisions in both level and change in 1959-60 were relatively
small, it will be recalled that they were positive, that is, the first
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estimates in these years were too high, in contrast with the
preceding period when they were consistently too low. A special
factor responsible for about one-half of the revisions in the two
recent years is of a non-recurring nature, having resulted from
the change in method of estimating labour income in construction referred to above. The new figures were linked in 1958 in a
manner that turned out to be erroneous, affecting, in particular,
the fist estimates of 1959.
As already indicated, the main shortcomings in the quarterly
estimates of labour income have been inadequate payroll and
employment information in certain industries, occasioned, in
part, by the fact that the monthly survey of employment was
confined to establishments with fifteen or more employees. A
new programme was instituted two years ago, designed to cover,
on a probability sample basis, the smaller establishments. As
the resultsof this survey are incorporated, the estimates of labour
income will be strengthened, giving rise to further revisions.
Another source of both added improvement and revision is
likely to arise from the continued efforts to fill gaps in employment statistics and the attempts at reconciliation of figures on
paid workers from a variety of sources, which is carried out in
conjunction with the current programme on productivity research.

Corporation profits
Aside from inventory figures, corporation profits1 are one of
the most volatile components of the accounts, being sensitive to
small changes in myriad other items such as costs, sales, depreciation, tax policy and so on. The quarterly profits estimates
are built on a specially designed quarterly survey, the results of
which are tied to similarly structured annual data compiled by
the Department of National Revenue from income-tax returns.
Experience with the survey has confirmed the view that there
is no adequate indirect way of estimating this component. Prior
to the initiation of the survey in 1950, corporation profits were
obtained residually by deducting estimated expenses from estimated gross income of the various industries. It is signiticant
that the quarterly pattern of total profits which emerged from
this technique for the three years 1947-49 differed considerably
'Measured for present purposes before the deduction of earnings paid to
non-residents.
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from the pattern prevailing in any year after 1950 as indicated
by the survey.
Availability of the survey data, however, has by no means
removed all of the difficulties in this area. Aside from problems
of sampling, response and bias, not all of which have been solved
su~cessfully,~
there is, among other things, the public-relations
aspect. Basically, the success of the survey hinges on the voluntary co-operation of the sampled firms, although the survey was
made compulsory a year ago.
However, non-response in certain industries is associated
with the nature of their activity, making it intrinsically difficult
for the k m s in question to ascertain quarterly profits; in such
cases it is doubtful whether much improvement can be expected
in the future. On the larger projects in the construction industry,
for example, it is customary to make progress payments as the
work advances which, usually, are only a pale reflection of the
actual value of work put in place. Moreover, the interim costs
cannot be accurately determined rill the whole project is completed. Under these circumstances, an interim residual figure
such as quarterly profits can be no more than an informed
guess. Therefore, it is not surprising that there is not a sufficient
number of reporting firms to represent this industry adequately.
It is for this reason that the quarterly profits figures for construction are still estimated indirectly by moving forward the
adjusted annual data from income-tax returns on the basis of
quarterly expenditures on residential and non-residential coustruction, involving some question-begging assumptions.
The revisions in the quarterly figures of corporation profits
have averaged about 3 per cent in terms of level in the 1953-58
period with less than 1 per cent attributable to conceptual
changes. A large part of the revisions is statistical in nature and
can be traced to causes which are mostly non-repetitive. These
include the effect of special legislative changes on profits and
depreciation, the impact of a natural disaster on insurance
company profits and the lack of timely survey figures in the
fourth quarter. Because of the volatile and residual nature of
this item, and its sensitivity to so many factors, there will probably always be some special reasons whose effect on profits
1 For

a description and evaluation of the survey techniques and results see

Quarterly Corporatron Profis 1950-1954 (Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa,

1955). Some important changes have been made, however, in the survey slnce thls
report was pubbshed.
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cannot be properly assessed, and will not be apparent till the
annual data become available after a two- or three-year lag.
The revision in the fourth quarter arises from a different
reason. Since over 75 per cent of the firms have fiscal years which
coincide with the calendar year, it was decided to allow them an
extra month to report data which would tie in with their audited
annual accounts. Therefore, the first estimates of the fourth
quarter were calculated indirectly until 1960, when a special
blow-up procedure was introduced to circumvent the lack of
sufficient returns.1
It is of interest to note that, despite what has been said above
about the non-recurring nature of a portion of the revisions, the
latter were relatively larger in 1959-60 than in the earlier years;
about three-fourths being accounted for by the finance, insurance and real-estate industry, reflecting assumptions and adjustments that turned out to be faulty when the annual tax data
became available.
In summary, the volatile nature of corporation profits and
its sensitivity to many factors, some of them non-economic, will
probably always make it difficult to estimate this component
accurately in the first instance. Action under consideration to
strengthen the estimates includes plans to obtain quarterly data
from insurance companies; this should strengthen the finance,
insurance and the real-estate group figures. The problems of
estimating profits in the construction industry are of a rather
intractable nature, but improved reporting and further clarification of the concepts of quarterly profits pertaining to the industry
should be conducive, at least, to greater stability of the first
estimates.
Net income of nonfarm unincorporated business

This component covers a heterogeneous group of incomes of
working proprietors, ranging from own-account contractors to
independent professional practitioners, and is in sharp contrast
with the series of corporation profits and labour income in that
it leans heavily on inadequate quarterly information. Most of
the estimates of this component are based on straight-line
projections of annual data which themselves leave a lot to be
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desired, 'synthetic' operating accounts derived from piecemeal
information, ratios of net to gross income, and a variety of
specially constructed indexes, some of which rest on assumptions of questionable validity. The estimates are made by individual industries, and approximately four-fifths of total net income
originates in construction, retail trade and the services group.
Although it cannot be claimed that much progress toward
strengthening the estimates has taken place during the period
under consideration, the sustained efforts to improve various
constituent parts of this component have, undoubtedly, yielded
some positive gains, and are reflected in some non-repetitive
revisions. Much more important, quantitatively, have been
revisions of a repetitive nature stemming from the regular appearance of more up-to-date information and 1951 census data.
During 1953-58, sizeable, repetitive revisions (in average quarterly level and change) in retail trade, occasioned by the utilization of more complete and up-to-date annual and quarterly data,
were almost cancelled by revisions in the opposite direction in
construction. The latter resulted from a combination of repetitive and non-repetitive factors, including a change in the method
of distributing annnal data among the four quarters of the year.I
In forestry, rather large revisions, of both average level and
quarterly change, were caused by a major change in method
of estimation of the annual data and their quarterly distribution.2 The quarterly revisions in the remaining industries were
due, in the main, to new annnal information and the 1951 census
data. The revisions in the period 1959-60 were also due almost
entirely to these factors of a repetitive character.
Although full awareness has always prevailed of the inadequacies of the quarterly estimates of net unincorporated income,
the little progress towards improving them is due, in large part,
to the basic difficulties of securing good information in this area,
1 The first quarterly estimates were calculated by projecting annual net income
figures on an index made up of the volume of residential construction and average
weekly wages and salaries in construction; the 6nal estimates employed the
quarterly value of residential construction as used in gross fixed capital formation
as an interpolator.
The first annual estimates of net income in forestry were arrived at by
projecting forward an estimate for 1949 on the basis of certain revenue and
expense statistics. The final annual estimates were calculated by multiplying the
number of working proprietors by average income in forestry secured from tax
data. For the first quarterly estimates the annual series were extrapolated on the
movement of cash income of farmers from woods operations; the final quarterly
estimates were calculated by projecting the (final) annual series on the basis of the
number of working proprietors in forestry.
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composed as it is of predominantly small units which frequently
do not maintain regular accounting records quarterly and
(mainly in forestry and construction) have a high turnover rate.
Thus, in relation to the analytical importance of this component,
the cost of improving it directly has appeared high. However,
gradual improvements in existing surveys, and the tendency to
distinguish explicitly between incorporated and unincorporated
forms of business organization on questionnaires, together with
the greater knowledge and use of sampling techniques, should
facilitate progress in the future. Further, the interest in recent
years in the fate of small business should be conducive to greater
efforts to strengthen the basic information on which the quarterly
estimates of net income of unincorporated business are based.
PART V
CONCLUDING REMARKS

Some %teen years have elapsed since work first began on the
quarterly national accounts in Canada, and nearly ten years
since regular publication began. This paper, however, represents
the first attempt at a systematic critical appraisal of the accounting system as a whole.1
One of the purposes of the paper which has perhaps been
fulfilled, in part at least, was to replace intuitive impressions
based on scattered observations by a systematic inventory of the
character and sue of the revisions and their effect on the movement and level of the estimates. Another purpose was to convey a
general impression of the texture of the quarterly accounts,
lTwo of our colleagues, F.T. Denton and 1.Kuiper, presented a paper, 'An
Econometric Study of the Reliability of the Preliminary Annual National
Accounts Enimates'. at the
Conference
Political
~ - Statktics
~ ~ of
- - -the
~ ~Canadian
~ ~- . ~ .
....~ ~ . .
63. which will be oublished in the oroceedin~sof the
Conference. Using a differedt approach, the? constructed an 6conomet;ic model
for the period 1949-58 and fitted it to different sets of preliminary, revised, and
final annriol data. The results were compared to see whether the equations
estimated from the various sets of data were annreciablv different or. m other
words, whether revisions of the data had much effict on the I
~

~~

-

~

conclusions are simiiar to o;rown. In oarticuiar. itwaB foul
national accounts estimates perfonnediatber well, both as a basis for estimating
equations and as a basis for prcdicrion. The most serious problem %asa tendency
towards understatement of annual change in thr preliminary estimates which led
to some undcrstatcment in 'forcc3srs' of annual chngc.
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especially the &st estimates, and to place both their limitations
and their role in the evolution of economic statistics in some sort
of perspective. It has been emphasized that the target (in the
form of actual quarterly economic change) that the adjusted
series aim at is, in general, a very narrow one, while the available
instrument for 'shooting at it' is, in a number of cases, highly
imperfect. In other cases, however, including some key components and aggregates, the available instrument has performed
rather well.
During much of the period covered the quarterly accounts
have undergone considerable development, consolidation and
extension. This process will continue in the future. The first
estimates of several important components, including government expenditure, business &xed investment and changes in
non-farm inventories may be expected to show a better record
of approximating the final estimates than that for the average
of 1953 to 1958. The construction and maintenance of the
accounts should be regarded as an evolutionary process in which
each stage has benefited from the preceding one and itself represents a condition for future improvement.
It should be remembered that the criterion of quantitative
precision of the estimates, determined retrospectively, is only one
facet in a comprehensive appraisal of the role the accounts have
played. Other facets are no less vital, even though they are more
intangible and do not lend themselves to precise quantitative
demonstration. One of these is the contiunous reconciliation of
current data, and feedback of impressions derived from a
variety of sources, within an integrated accounting framework.
Another is the comprehensiveness provided by the accounts.
For approaches to current appraisal of the economic situation
and short-term forecasting which enjoy widespread acceptance
the quarterly accounts are simply a sine qua non. It can also be
claimed that the accounts have played a unique role as an
instrument for the development of a well-rounded system of
current economic intelligence. As far as these facets are concerned, the question that appears relevant is: What alternatives
are there to serve these functions as effectively as the quarterly
accounts have?
Just as a major inherent advantage of the quarterly accounts
over the annual figures arises from the fact that they portray
economic events earlier, so it is the case that a major limitation
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of the quarterlies springs from considerations of timeliness. The
quarterly changes reflect movements that have taken place from
approximately the mid-point of one quarter to the mid-point
of the next. When the accounts are published - ten weeks after
the end of the quarter - they show changes that have occurred
over a period from about seven months ago to four months
ago. Thus for the purpose of up-to-date study of emerging events
a range of seasonally adjusted monthly statistics offers advantages not possessed by the quarterly estimates. Furthermore,
some of these monthly indicators may be more sensitive to
cyclical swings than the accounts. Even in this context, however,
the accounts play a vital role in providing a comprehensive
framework for testing earlier discrete impressions and for tying
them together into a quantitative format amenable to analysis
and interpretation in the light of alternative theoretical models.
It is against the background of the preceding paragraphs that
we return to the question raised at the beginning of this paper:
Are the quarterly accounts as accurate as they should be? The
answer is clearly 'No' for a number of components, including
net income of unincorporated business, personal disposable
income, and personal saving. But even in the case of components
which, in the light of the record of revisions as well as otherwise,
appear to be fairly solid (including labour income, consumer
expenditure, exports and imports, as well as the aggregate gross
national expenditure and gross national product less farm income) it would not be appropriate to assert an a h a t i v e reply,
unequivocally.
In the fist place, the present publication schedule cannot be
regarded as final for all time and earlier publication would
necessarily influence the accuracy of the first estimates. Secondly,
the present level of published detail was taken as given in the
discussion of accuracy and the record of revision, but greater
detail may have to be published at some future date to satisfy
strong demands. Thirdly, while experienced users usually discount relatively small changes in the estimates to take care of
margins of inaccuracy, others tend to lean on them, despite
indications that they may not be statistically significant. While
to some extent at least appropriate comment and presentation
of the statistics may serve to minimize this tendency, its existence
raises questions regarding the level of accuracy the statistical
agency should aim at, in the case of data that may be used for
GOLDBERG, ADLER, R A N D A L L A N D S U N G A
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the purpose of making important decisions. Finally, it is probably true that in order to maintain strength in the estimates and
confidence in them visible efforts have to be made to improve
their accuracy - like Alice in Wonderland, it seems that one has
to keep running in order to maintain one's position.
Aside from what has been said in the preceding paragraph,
certain known deficiencies arising from present estimation procedures, that have been detailed in the paper, could usefully be
reduced, if not eliminated entirely. In particular, while some of
the factors responsible for the tendency, in the past, to understate the level of the fist estimates have been of a non-repetitive
character so that this tendency should be smaller in the future,
the situation requires careful study. It should be noted, however,
that for most components the understatement of quarterly
change was rather moderate, on average. At any rate, action
designed to improve the average level of the &st quarterly
estimates must be guided by its likely impact on the quarter-toquarter changes. Furthermore, it goes without saying that improvements in the quarterly series are inextricably tied up with
improvements in the annual data.
An impression c o n k e d in the course of this study is that
quality control, methodological research and exploitation of
hitherto unused or new source material must be a continuous
and substantially independent effort. The latter is perhaps of
decisive importance. As personnel get absorbed in the inexorable
task of producing statistics for regular publication it is only
natural that the critical questioning of methods and sources is
forced into the background, and the preparation of the estimates,
their analysis, and attention to special detailed tabulations and
studies to satisfy demands that cannot be by-passed once the
statistics are published, occupy more and more of the statistician's time. It should be an aim of a statistical agency to provide
for staff whose continuing function is to question present
methods and sources, and probe ways and means of introducing
important improvements. Naturally the carrying out of such
functions requires personnel who, aside from being versed in the
necessary statistical and mathematical techniques, have acquired
an appropriate familiarity with the character of the statistics.
The establishment of such quality control and basic research
functions should include the following aspects, among others
which need not be detailed here: statistical worksheets should be
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set up in such a way as to facilitate regular audits quickly, and
the assessment of the character and sue of revisions and the
factors responsible for them. Procedures should be developed for
testing systematically assumptions underlying the relationship
between projectors and projected data, in all important cases.
Familiarity with the character of the data and judgemental
notions play an important role in the construction of a number
of components of the accounts; this may have been conducive,
in the past, to an inadequate exploitation of modern statistical
techniques in the estimation process,l and this deficiency should
be corrected wherever investigation suggests that it is likely to
be important. Of even greater importance and urgency, in
the light of the results described in Part In of the paper, is the
need to carry out basic research and experimentation in the
methods employed in adjusting the series for seasonal variation.
Although the relative size of revisions has been treated above
as a reflection of deficiency in the first estimates, it has been
stressed in the paper that it may also be viewed as an indication
of improvement. Clearly if improvements of the type just discussed are introduced, revisions (classsed in Part IV as nonrepetitive) will be added to those which occur regularly in virtue
of the fact that a statistical service must face demands for
timeliness as well as accuracy. Other factors which will give rise
to revisions, the seriousness of which it is extremely diEcult to
foresee, are the construction of related accounting tables, and
the present practice of withholding certain revisions for a time.
Dealing with the latter first, they arise from the present administrative decision to revise only the most recent four years,
meanwhile splicing in estimates for the recent period to those
for the preceding period until new decennial census data become
available. It will be clear that not all components are affected by
this practice.
At the moment, the Dominion Bureau of Statisticsis engaged
in the construction of an interindustry flow table for 1961, studies
of the stock of fixed capital, research on global and industry
productivity indexes, and the development of data which eventually will be the basis for a money flows table. This work, which
is conceived as an integral part of the annual and quarterly
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income and expenditure accounts, may throw light on various
constituent series which will necessitate revision. In addition, a
basic change in the definition of 'establishment' (used as the
unit of reporting and classification of surveys of industrial
statistics) has been introduced in 1961, and it is expected that
some revisions will arise from this change.
It bears emphasis that programmes of improvement and
development such as described above, and in Part IV (at the
end of each section discussing the revisions of the unadjusted
series) must be conceived in terms which are balanced and
practical, in the sense that due account is taken of alternative
utilization of scarce resources and the relative importance of the
end-results, not to speak of the implied burden on respondents.
They must also be realistic, in the sense that the intrinsic
limitations of the information emanating from reporting units
are fully recognized. It is, for example, di£Ecult to see how truly
reliable statistics of quarterly corporation profits in the construction industry can be secured, as indicated in Part IV. More
fundamentally, most of the data utilized in the quarterly national
accounts are collected for a variety of important purposes which
generally emphasize accuracy in the level of the data. For the
analysis of the changing economic scene, however, major interest
naturally lies in data reflecting the changes that have taken place
from one period to another, and the degree of accuracy required
in the data of such changes is relatively greater and more d%cult to achieve. The prospects for securing data on changes
directly do not appear promising, although basic research aiming
to design surveys paying more attention to the accuracy of the
statistics on changes would probably be worthwhile.
It will be clear from the preceding that, in the last analysis,
the question of accuracy and revision of the quarterly national
accounts is, in fact, an integral part of the question of accuracy
and revision of the whole range of available economic statistics.
In conclusion, reference is made again to the question: Taking
their accuracy as given, is it likely that sufficiently better judgements regarding current economic developments have been
made in Canada, in virtue of the fact that quarterly accounts
have been published regularly, to justify the expense and time
involved? This is clearly not a question that lends itself to a
direct and fully objective evaluation, but this study, which subjected the quarterlies to rather severe tests, supports, we believe,
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the prevailing view that they have been sufficiently accurate to
fuEl their role as an indispensable framework for current
analysis, in which monthly and annual as well as quarterly
statistics, and a variety of analytical tools, play their due part.
In this context even the weak components of the quarterly
accounts are useful, especially if the user is fully aware of their
characteristics and makes allowances for their shortcomings.
Like 'the building of Rome', it takes a long time to build a
fully-rounded system of current economic intelligence in which
all components are strong; in the interval even weak components
(which may be likened to temporary accommodation in the
building of a city) play an important role. Thus our answer to
the question posed at the beginning of this paragraph is a
decided 'Yes'.
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STATISTICAL APPENDIX
TABLE 1
Absolute and algebraic means offnal estinmtes of yeor-lo-year
percentage chonge

1953-58

1959-GO

Absolute
mean
(1)

Algebraic
mean
(2)

Absolute
mean
(1)

Algebraic
mean
(2)

Gross national expenditure
Consumer expenditure
Government expenditure
Business 6xed capital formation
Changes in non-farm inventories
Changes in farm inventories
Exports of goods and services
Imports of goods and services

5.68
6.24
6.38
11.48

5.49
6.24
6.38
8.39

4.52
4.38
3.99
2.05

4.52
4.38
3.99
225

*

*

5.24
9.07

2.37
5.87

4.81
4.95

4.81
4.95

Wages and salaries
Cornoration orofits
if non-farm unin-

6.73
12.27

6.73
2.73

4.73
10.69

4.73
4.35

6.31
621

6.3 1
6.11

4.70
4.1 6

4.70
4.16

*
*

*

*

*

......................................................................

Gross national product less
farm income
Personal disposable income
Personal net savine

*

*

*

Note to Table I :

The year-to-year percentage changes of these items are difficult to interpret.

TABLE 2
Absolute means of revisions of annual clrange compared with absolute means offinal estbnates of ormual change

Absolute means ofi
Final estimate Revision in
of year-to-year year-to-year
change
change
SM
$M
..

Gross national expenditure
Consumer ex~enditnre
Government kx~enditure
Business tired &pita1 formation
Cllangrs in non-limn1 inventories
Chanxcs in~--~
farm invenrorier
~Ex~ortsof goods and services
Imports of goods and services

Relative
size of
revision
Z

Absolute means of:
Final estimate
Revision in
of year-to-year year-to-year
change
change
$M
SM

0

Relative
size pf
revlston
%

..

.,

..

.,

160

10.4

70

4.6

19.2
18.1
38.0
24.9
13.6
7.2

1,517
1 nfil
-,--252
142
376
105
341
369

37
74
43
6
38
7

14.7
52.1
11.4
5.7
11.1
1.9

15.3
26.1

799
291

219
29

27.4
10.0

\-

m

'$

,

$

1,533
1.077
~317
614
418
213
287
557

61
111
159
53
39
40

Wages and salaries
Corporation profits
Net income of non-farm unincorporated
business
Accrued net farm income
Indirect taxes less subsidies

886
283

136
74

103
329
194

20
60
21

19.4
18.2
10.8

35
79
282

74
2
41

211.4
2.5
14.5

.........................................................................................................................

E

Gross national product less farm income
Personal disposable income
Personal net saving

1,610
1,135
264

205
119
191

12.7
10.5
72.3

1,520
971
155

71
145
184

4.7
14.9
118.7

Z
0
P

-

~

~~

~

1.
%.
.

-14.4
. .

175

16.5
A
"
.

C

m

td

N
>

z

tl

r
t'
?-

Note fo Table 2 :
For a description of the procedures used in calculating the means of Table 2 see note to Table I.

Z

U

c:
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TABLE 3
Number of years in which revision was larger than acrual change i,z
final esrimares and number of years in whiclz revisions ohered
direction of clrange

1953-58

1959-60

Revision in Revision Revision in Revision
change larger altered change larger altered
direction than h a 1 direction
than h a 1
of change
change
of change
change
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
Gross national expenditure
Consumer expenditure
Government expenditure
Business fixed capital formation
Changes in non-farm inventories
Changes in farm inventories
Exports of goods and services
Imports of goods and services

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

......................................................................

Accried net farm income
Indirect taxes less subsidies

.............................

Gross national product less
farm income
Personal disposable income
Personal net saving
Notes to Table 3:
(a) The total number of observations bears) for the period 1953-58 amounted
to 6;and for 1959-60 to 2.
(b) In the case of column (2), in a few instances the &st estimates showed no
change and the final showed an increase or decrease, or vice versa. These were
not entered.
(c) 'Larger' in the context of this table refers to relative magnitude irrespective of slgn.
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TABLE 4
Indications of bias irrfrst estimates o f chonvc

.

~

~

0 -

iNumb:r of ycars in 4hich lirsr ~.ntimatcof ullangc was higher
than fin31 rsrim3tc of chnngc; and algebr3io mean of
rcvis~onsof yearly change)

Notes to Toble 4:
(a) 1" regard to column (1) it should be noted that there were 6obrervations (years) in 1953-58
m d 2 m 1959-60.
(b) Tho mcuns of columns (2) and (3) have been calculated in tho same manner as thorc of
Table 2, excell1 that the rrgn was taken mto account in the summation.
(c) 'Higher' m tho confsxt of lhir table refers to rclativc magnitude taking sign into account.
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TABLE 6
Indications of bias in first estimates of annual level
1953-58

Number of
years in
which fust
estimate of
annual level
higher than
final
estimate
(1)

1959-60

Algebraic Number of Algebraic
mean of
years m
mean of
revisions which first revisions
of first
estimate of of fust
estimates annual level estimates
of
higher than
of
level
6nal
level
estimate
SM
(2)

Gross national expenditure
Consumer expenditure
Government expenditure
Business fixed capital formation
Changes in non-farm inventories
Changes in farm inventories
Exports of goods and services
Imports of goods and services

0
0
1
1
1
1
1

1

-801
-514
-134
-121
-56
-43
-24
-31

Wages and salaries
Corporation profits
Net income of non-farm nnincorporated business
Accrued net farm income
Indirect taxes less subsidies

0
2

-495
-59

$M

(1)

(2)

..............................................
0
6

1

-36
104
-39

0
1
6

-905
-185
330

..............................................

Gross national product less
farm income
Personal disposable income
Personal net savinc

Notes to Table 6:
(a) The total number of observations for the period 1953-58 amounted to 6;
and for 1959-60 to 2.
(b) "Higher' in the context of this table refers to relative magnitude taking
sign mto account.

